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O'Brien considering accepting presidential offer

Senior getsappointment to

WEST POINT APPOINTEE - Murray High School senior Erin
O'Brien is considering accepting a presidential appointment to the
U nited States Military Academy.

By MATT SANDER1L__
News Editor
--Erin O'Brien's decision about
college may not be as easy as
most other Murray High School
seniors.
She is considering accepting a
presidential appointment for admission to the United States
Military Academy, West Point,
N.Y.
Her appointment is truly an
honor because it is one of the first
given by the academy in its
recently-implemented early action admission plan.
O'Brien is one of 100 appointees
out of approximately 1,500
nominees who will have.an opportunity to attend the military
academy with an appointment
from President Reagan.
The tall, slender senior also
received a congressional nomination from Rep. Carroll Hubbard to
the academy, according to Mary
Martha Seals in Hubbard's
Washington, D.C. office.
Hubbard is able to nominate
five students in his district.
To gain admission to the
academy, candidates must secure
nomination from a congressional
or military service connected
source.
According to Seales.. the
academy receives about 10,000 applications each year. Approximately 2,500 are deemed admissible. Only 55 permit of the 2,500
are approved for admission.
Despite the presidential appointment, which she received
Dec. 26, O'Brien admitted she has

int

, ‘..
not decided if she will attend West personnel are eligible 41,11-: know it had some contribution.
presidential appointments to . "I'm sure the faculty and the
Point.
"I haven't,really decided
yet," __„
ScholarshiP-_
m_De
ilita
spriyteacademies.
students are very proud. It's truly
"the NatiOnal Merit
what school she attendig—iriribute to Erin and htr family.
semi-finalist said Wednetideret--013rien is uncertain about her She is an outstanding student.
Murray High. "I need to think of future although she has an in"She received one of-the earliest
the obligations and the com- terest in engineering,
appointments which means she's
mitments because it will be a comIn the top five percent of her high on their list," Franklin addmitment."
class which totals 138, O'Brien- ed._ _-_
.
O'Briestsiiid sheiewsting word discovered admission to the.. Atc-ording 16 Weet-POint fegulafrom other colleges she applied to academy was not easy. Paper
tions, academic qualification is
before reaching her-decision.
work, including filling out various
"I think I can get a better educe- entrance forms and rounding up determined by an analysis of ention there (West Point) than personal recommendaliops, tire scholastic record and peranywhere else," she added. began during the middle of her formance on either the American
College Testing Assessment ProO'Brien also said she was irn- junior
gram
Test or the College Enyear.'
pressed with the academy's em- , O'Brien al'so had physical and
Examination Board
trance
phasis on physical training and medical tests to be considered in
Scholastic
Aptitude Test.
self-discipline.
her application along with
Cadets are members of the arIf she decides to become a academics.
my. They receive full scholarships
cadet, army life and West Point
However, the work was not
will not be new to O'Brien. The enough to limit her activites. As a and annual salaries. Cadets pay
daughter of Lt. Col. and Mrs. John junior, O'Brien was state cham- for their uniforms and textbooks
E. O'Brien, Rt.7, her father is a pion in flag solo of the winter and are responsible for incidental
expenses.
retired U.S. Army officer, a 1950 guard.
Upon graduation, cadets
West Point graduate and a former
She is president of the French receive a Bachelor of Science
instructor at the academy.
Club and news editor of the
and are commissioned as a
Erin was born at West Point school's newspaper. O'Brien also degree
lieutenant with a requiresecond
while her father was teaching.
is a Member of the speech team, ment to serve a minimum of five
-11-et-brother-in-law is a 1973 band, winter guard, math team,
years.
graduate of the academy. .
chemistry team and Tri Alpha.
Candidates for entry must be
Lt. Col O'Brien did admit be was
Several years ago, a couple of United States citizens, unmarried
pushing somewhat for his
Murray High students received- and between the ages of 17 and 22
datwAiter to return. to his alma
appointments to the LEA. Naval_ on July -1-of-the year admitted. .
hider.
Academy but O'Brien is the firs-•'The choice of attendifit West ,_- student to receive an appointment-- They are -required to have secondaz-licUi—aucalion or its
Point) is up to her.Itis not a place-- -to West Point W.A- -T t - .-- Frardd -;ia -,
. ,. .
you can force someone to Stay," school principal,said.
he said.
"It certainly is an honor for. O'Brien's appointment is the seHe also is an assistant West Erin and her family and an haw awl in CallowaiXounty in_two
Point admissions recruiter for the for Murray High," Franklin said. Year& Last year, Calloway roanarea.
"She has taken advantages of all tY High School graduate Mike
Academy regulations state only
academic opportunities here. The Jackson received an appointment
sons and daughters of military
school can't take credit but we to the academy.
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Governor to discuss government spending - Domestic ou-to soles
.

ci

Ackerson conceded that the
$600 million in cuts because of
By HERBERT SPARROW
nature of politics dictates that the
declining state revenues.
Associated Press Writer
minority party will be the loser in
The Senate Appropriations and
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) Revenue Committee Wednesday any redistricting plan.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. will
"But right is right and wrong is
made plans for public hearings on
discuss his proposals for state
wrong," Ackerson said. •
government spending over the the budget, beginning next week
"Put me where I can bemore efwith a review of the requests for
nest brofiscal years in a speech to
I'm not
a joint session of the 1982 General elementary and secondary educa- fective," he said:".
asking for a safe, Republican
tion.
Assembly tonight. Sen. Michael Moloney, D- area. I'm asking for a geographic
Revisions in the recommendations were expected up until the -Lexington, chairman of the com- area where I can be in touch with
last minute before Brown's pro- mittee, predicted the entire the people."
McCuiston said that his conreview could take up to six weeks.
posed budget was to be introduced
A bill was introduced in the cerns to his party were to be
in the House this afternoon.
Senate Wednesday to redraw that loyal," to be realistic, to be fair
It is-Ohe of the earliest dates in
body's district lines to comply and to keep the current district
recent memory that a legislature
with the 1980 census and im- lines as much as possible.
has receive a budget from the
Earlier in the day, the Senate
governor and is expected to pre- mediately sparked some floor
State Government Committee,
sent lawmakers with some of their debate.
Sea--;- Jon Atketioli;--R-- which is chaired by McCuiston,
toughest decisions in recent times.
• Brown indicated to reporters in-Louisville, who would be placed in --approved two bills on just the sea brief interview outside his office a new district in southeastern cond day of the 1982 session.
One bill would would require
Kentocky more than 150 miles
Wednesday that his requests may
be less than the budget passed by from his home, spoke sharply that each reorganization move of
the governor be submitted to the
the 1980 General Assembly. against the plan.
However, the measure's span- legislature for approval in a
However, he said it would be more
than the final state budget after he son, Sen. Pat McCuiston,-.1).—separate bill, while the other
Pembroke, praised the plan as' measure would require a
was forced to make more than
fair and "even compassionate." -; legislative review of audits of

lowest in two cle—
craect-s-

state agencies.
• . Rath measures now go to the full
Senate for further consideration.
DETROIT (AP) - The bad
Brown met with the presidents
of the state's four regional univer- dream of 19.11 turned into a
sities Wednesday to hear their nightmare for LLS.automakers in
as sales of domestic cars sank
concerns about a formula _4.1981
.the
lowest level isz---tury
their
Council on Higher Education used w
a
determinde their- propoied- decades and imports Claimed
-reCord
share
of
the
market.
allocations.
•
Ford Motor Co. and American
-The regional universities would
Motors
Corp. wrapped up the year
receive a smaller slice of the apWednesday
by reporting large
propriations pie than the universities of Kentucky and Louisville declines in December sales,
Overall, new car sales in the
and Northern Kentikky University under the plan.
• United States last year were the
weakest since 1970, but the 5.3 perThe university presidents skid
omestic car sales
they were encouraged by thew cent drop •
put
caniakers
U.S.
at their lowest
meeting with Brown.
"He listened well and asked - level since 1961good questialisi" said Western- "The year came in bad and it
Kentucky University president went out worse,- said Arvid Joup3
Donald Zacharias. "It was my im- pi, a Detroit-based analyst for Colpression that he is going to study in, Hochstin Co. of New York.
Mott--11an 1Y do not -eXpect
the situation very carefully."
Also meeting with Brown were significant improvement in car
Morris Norfleet of Morehead, J.C. sales before the second half of
Powell of Eastern and Constantine Curris of Murray.

1982.
Including imports, Americans
bought 8,477,828 cars in 1981, down
5
5.2 percent from 8,972,602 the year
before. That was the smallest
number since industrywide sales
dipped to 8,394,751 cars in 1970
when General Motors Corp. was
shut fcr 67 days by a strike.
'` The five major domestic
manufacturers said they sold
6,206,296 cars last year, down
from 8;578,275 in 1980 and the
Fewest 'since 5,556,100 domestic
cars were sold 20 years ago.
Sales fell for each of the
domestic automakers, except
Chrysler Corp., which increased
saies 10-9 percent for the year.
Since there was an additional
selling day in 1980, percentage
comparisons are based on the rate
of sales per day, instead of gross
sales.

Calendar
Thursday,Jan.?,ifilif
House
9 a.m. - Labor and Industry
Committee, Room 104, Capitol
Annex.
Noon - State Government
Committee, Room 104, Capitel
Annex.
Senate
No Senate ,c.„erri.miltoe „.
meetings scheduled.
Other
2 p.m. - House and Senate
-7-7:38--paa, ----- Gov. John Y.------Brown Jei _budget address,
-Joint Session,Howe Chamber.

light snow
A good chance for a period of
light snow and sleet this morning followed by partial clearing
this afternoon. Light snow accumulations around one inch
possible with locally hazardous,
driving conditions. High 30 to
35. Tonight clearing and quite
cold. Low 10 to 15. Friday mostly sunny.
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President mutt choose-behveen
fox hike or $100 billion deficit'
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- With
most of the budget decisions for
1983 behind him, PrestdentReagan now must choose between
two unpleasant alternatives raising taxes OW-aliking Congress
_to swallow a $106 billion deficit
next year,
Treasury. Secretary Donald
Regan said Wednesday that he
thinks it will be tax increases perhaps an increased excise tax

Community theatre
plans auditions
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre announced today
it will have auditions for air upcoming children's company production.
Auditions are scheduled to begin
at both 3:30 this afternoon and Friday afternoon at the Old Freight
Depot. Children in grades three
through eight are urged to attend
the auditions, Linda Begley, administrative director of the
theatre said.
The play, "Happily Ever
After", will be performed Feb. 47. According to Begley, the show is
a collection of children's stories.
Interested persons are asked to
(all 759-1752.

uuce a budget with a d-eficu uisV .
billion or less in 1983 and under Nil
billion in 1984.
The decisions ,st-•: =lazes -are
among-the last that-confront-the -president as he nears completion
of the spending and tax recommendationsAa-wilLsendgress Feb. 8.
The major points decided so far,
according to administration
ficials, include: -, -Spending cuts of $30 billion or
a little more, including redifeliailW
in domestic programs such as
welfare, food stamps, public housing and health care for the poor
and elderly. Reagan has pledged
to leave Social Security unscathed.
-A jump of 18 percent in the
The president has expressed op- Pentagon budget, to a record $215
position repeatedly to raising billion. That would represent the
taxes, but his treasury secretary second installment of the Reagan
said Wednesday, ''I think there administration's military buildup.
-A proposal that Reagan emwill be some new tax increases in
braced during his 1980 presiden'83 and '84."
Without them, according to ad- tial campaign to establish "enterministration estimates, the prise zones" in decaying cities.
federal deficit for those years That could include tax cuts for
could be well over $100 billion a businesses that locate in the imyear.
pacted areas.
Underscoring his prediction of
The -president started making
tax increases, Regan said:' 'tax and spending decisions last.
"We're not going to have deficits month after advisers .gave hint
in the $100-billion area in'83 or '84. estimates showing the deficit risThey'll be much lower than that." ing to $160 billion in 1984 without
tither officials say the ad- any spending cuts or tax inminstration is attempting to pro- •ereases.
-e.
ifn
on some consumer goods.
Other sources said one plan
under review calls for turning at
least part of the money over to
states-and local governments, who
also would inherit responsibility
for contining programs now
finance4_Ay4b1E-federal government.
Congressional sources said such
A plan presumably conk' help
mobilize the support of governors
and mayors behind a tax increase,
aiding its chance for approval in
Congress.
Moreover, Reagan long has
espoused the philosophy of turning
over to local governments programs now operated and controlled in Washington.

_
._;TRANGE TIME TO DRY GOU FtDS - Vines of gourds that VW•
in a tree in the summer months leave peculiar looking memories in
the winter. In the fall, Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Garland, the owners of this
unusual "gourd tree," harvested gourds nearest the ground.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon
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Grant willfinance play,panel discussion
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A grant from the.
tecky
Humanities Council Ma been
awarded to finance presentation
of a unique theatrical play and
panel discussion in Murray. The
play deals with the women's
movement.
According to Joan Weber, president of Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters, the
$1,000 grant was awarded to the
league and co-sponsoring
organizations.
Other groups sponsoring the
program are Murray State
University, Colleges of Creative
Expression and Humanistic
Studies, Murray Woman's Club
and American Association of
-University Women.
Weber said the grant will be
matched with a total of $3,965 in
cash and inAhmt:-contributions.
Dr. William Parsons, dean of College of Creative Expression, will
be project director.
Scheduled at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
Jan. 19, in Robert E. Johnston
Theater of Doyle Fine Arts Center
at Murray State, the play is a onewoman performance by actress

1Pkique wilthe
presented at gym
A plaque in memory of Buron
"Boots" Jaffrey will be placed in
the Calloway County High School
gymnasium, which bears, his
name,Jan. 11.
Jeffrey was superintendent of
the Calloway ConVy Scho01System from 1950 to 1969.
The plaque will be presented to
the Public prior to the Calloway.
--,Connty-Murray High basketball
game. - All interested persons are urged
to attend the presentation.
_

Peggy Cowles in An Independent
Woman."
The play dramatizes the life and
career of Anna bieleinson, an early American feminist and renowned orator who advocated women's
rights and the abolition of slavery.
A discussion following the play
will be moderated by Dr. Kenneth
Harrell, dean of College of
Humanistic Studies.
Panelists will be the actress and
her husband, Daniel A. Stein, who
authored the play; Kathryn
Pasco, a graduate assistant for
Forrest C. Pogue Institute of Oral
History at Murray State; and
Lillian Rogers, an instructor in
Department of Sociology and
_ . Anthropology.
Weber said the play's objective
is to acquaint the public with the

life of Anna Dickinson, a controversial figure of the 19th century.
The panel's purpose is to open a
discussion of the history of the
women's movement, sociological
changes of the last 100 years and
current women's rights issues,
she said.
"An Independent Woman" was
first performed by actress Cowles
at Actors Theater of Louisville.
The play has since received highly
favorable reviews in cities nationally.
acting career has included a co-starring role with Jon
Vbight in the film, "The All
-American Boy." Among her
television credits are appearances
on "Marcus Welby,- M. D.," "The
Bold Ones," and the movie, "A
---

Howling in the Woods."
She has played leading roles in
major American theaters such as
The Long Wharf Theater in New
Haven, the Arena Stage in
Washington, D. C., The Mark
Taper Forum in Los Angeles and
the Milwaukee Repertory
Theater.
A former student of London
Academy of‘Music and Dramatic
Art, Cowles earned a master's of
fine arts degree from Yale School
of Drama.
General admission tickets for
performance and discussion are
$3 and are on sale at Calloway
County Library or from members
of sponsoring organizations.
Beginning Jan. 11 tickets may
be purchased from University
Theater box office, phone 762-6797.

sville power plant near Nashville
By TOM EBLEN
and one at the Yellow Creek plant
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — in northeastern Mississippi.
Work on the three reactors was
The Tennessee Valley Authority
. will have much more electric- slowed last August because
generating ability in the next 20 forecasts predicted a declining
years than it needs, according to a growth in energy demand. If construction stops, more than 4,000
staff report.
The report, released today, workers would lose their jobs.
The new report makes no
echos earlier forecasts which said
the seven-state region wouldn't recommendations, but gives the
..:peed as much electricity in the board these options:
—Continue construction of the
.near future as had been predicted.
It offers three options for alter- three reactors. Generate less elecing TVA's Ifizulti-billion-dollar -tricity with coal-burning power
nuclear power plant construction plants or quit using them when the
program to economically adjust to extra power isn't needed.
—Stop construction of the three
the change.
TVAI three-man board will use =reactors. If more power is needed
the future, resume construction
the report next month to help
decide whether to stop construc- or build new coal-burning plants.
tion-of two reactors at the Hart- If more power isn't needed,

Fight between Gov.Brown, Barkleyenters new round atSupreme Court
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Attorneys for Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II have until
Jan. 16 to respond to a new arguthe state Supreme
ment before:
Court on the governor's
reorganization of the Agriculture
Department.
Earlier this week, the court
agreed to consider the argument
offered by a lawyer for Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr., whom two lower
courts have ruled exceeded his
authority when he transferred
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Freeway ill* begins new hearing
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
William Bonin, convicted by a
jury of the torture-killings of 10
young men and boys, now must
stand before the same panel as it
considers whether he should be
put to death.
The jury found the 34-year-old
truck driver guilty on Wednesday,
and it was to hear more
testimony, beginning toda_y, oil—
whether he should receive the
death sentence. No one has been
put to death in California's gas
chamber since 1967.
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Williams trial
continues
in Atlanta
ATLANTA (AP) — A 10-footlong scale model of the Chattahoochee River bridge where
Wayne B. Williams first came
under police scrutiny was set up in
court this morning on the second
day of testimony in Williams'
murder trial.
Williams, a 23-year-old black
free-lance cameraman,is accused
in the slayings of Nathaniel Cater,
27, and Jimmy Ray Payne,21, two
of 28 young Atlanta blacks killed
during a 22-month period. No arrests have been made in the 26
other deaths.
The fourth-floor courtroom in
the Fulton County Courthouse was
filled with spectators before the
start of testimony.
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The state constitution gives the
legislature, not the governor, the
power to set the duties of constitutionally elected officers, he said.
"If the legislature is given
power (by the constitution), it
cannot transfer that power to
anybody — the chief justice,
Muhammad Ali, the Interstate
Commerce Commission,"
Pilmore
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Both the department and the
council were placed under a new
Energy and Agriculture Cabinet
under Brown's order, and Barkley
challenged the action. Franklin
Circuit Court and the state Court
Of Appeals have upheld Barkley's
challenge.
During the Supreme Court
arguments, Palmore told Forgy
that he should consider the constitutional implications of the
reorganization.

PAP said.
By The Asso4atedPrress
Blizzards pummeled northern
Meanwhile, two Solidarity
Poland today, shutting down har- leaders still at large were calling
bors 4nd crippling rail service on Polish workers for passive
across the country, the official resistance to the martial law
PAP news agency reported. It did regime and secret preparations
not say whether shipments of food for a general strike.
and supplies were disrupted.
Wladyslaw Frasyniuk and
viinds downed power 7hTgiVivi- litilac'efhoned die
rail passengeriluid torie Workers in cdindEttine letters cir"taken to safety" when their train culated in Warsaw, according to
became snowbound on the Hel uncensored reports reaching the
Peninsula, the relied said. Two West. Poland's army newspaper
passenger trains also got stuck in reported that students were ale°
heavy snow for two hours in the trying to organize underground
northeastern province of Sulwaki, resistance.

'
41

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
andSundays
1:00-6M

promotion and marketing funclions from the department last
spring.
.
In his memorandum, Brown's
attorney, Lawrence F. Forgy Jr.,
contends that a state law through
which the legislature gives the
governor reorganization power is
constitutional.
Forgy's contention apparently
was a response to comments
made by Chief Justice John
Palmore during oral arguments
on the case last month.
In his court appearance, Forgy
advocated a narrow ruling on the
reorganization statute which
Brown used in transferring the
programs from the department to
the Kentucky Council on
Agriculture.

-Blizzards hit northern Poland
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University presidents hope
to solve financing problem
without going to legislature

TVA will have excess generating
power during next 20 years, report

BYRON'S

SORE Y4ROr
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to tile governor, I thought, what
By HERBERT SPARROW
changes were in the new proAssociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The posal," Curris said.
"I feel we had an opportunity to
presidents of Kentucky's four
regional universities hope they present our concerns about the
can resolve a dispute over a new recommendation the governor has
funding formula for them without before him," said J.C. Powell of
Eastern Kentucky University.
going to state legislature.
"It was the finest conversation I
They were optimistic that a
meeting Wednesday with Gov. have had with the governor on
John Y. Brown Jr. might help lead higher education," said Donald
Zacharias of Western Kentucky
to that resolution.
"I feel very encouraged," Con- University. "He was very much
stantine Curris of Murray State informed about our situation.
"He listened well and asked
University said following a 9 minute closed-door meeting in good questions," Zacharias
said."It was my impression that
Brown's office.
"The governor was -very--hi --he is going to study the situation
terested in understanding the very carefully."
"The governor took a very fair
complex financing of higher
education," Curris said. "The approach and heard what we had
length of the meeting and his ques- to say," added Morehead State
tions were very encouraging to University president Morris
Norfleet.
me."
The meeting came the day after
The
four
presidents
are
upset
postpone work on the reactors inover a formula the Council on Brown met with the executive
definitely.
Higher Educatiof used to deter- committee of the Council on
—Continue construction of the
mine the recommended funding Higher Education and directed
reactors and, if possible, sell
them le- revise their budget
for the state's public universities.
surplus electricity to other
The council recommended last recommendations.
_utilities.
° -Brown's request was apparently
month that most of the new money
TVA has already spent $2.1
for higher education in the next not directed at the so-called misbillion on the three reactors, and
biennial budget go to the univer- sion model but at the total amount
officials estimate it would take
sities of Kentucky and Louisville of money the council was seeking.
another $8.2 billion to finish them.
The regional presidents said
and Northern Kentucky UniversiThe agency's four operating
Brown gave them no indication
ty.
reactors now provide about 18 perThe council contended the pro- what his final recommendation on
cent of the power the agency sells
posed allocations would conform the funding formula might be.
to its 2.8 million customers in TenBut
odd they would be will--with missions assigned to the
nessee and parts of Kentucky,
_ing to
the issue to the
--universities in 1977.
Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia,
"The primarymission of our hi- legislature if they lose their apNorth Carolina and Virginia.
stitutions is to teach," Curris said. peal with the council and the
A finished fifth reactor will be
"We see this as an effort to place governor.
added to the system following
Brown also is expected to meet
less emphasis on instruction and
-safety tests.
with the presidents of UK, U of L
more
emphasis
on
research.
TVA has 12 reactors under con"We were.able to communicate and NKU concerning the issue. ,
struction.
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Allen makes long
exit from office

gorroff's galley

by m.c. gorrott
•

- Lucy Lilly's meeting with relatives •
in East Germany an emotional one

•

WASHINGTON(AP)-It was the longest exit yet
from the Reagan administration.
The fact that Richard V. Allen would have to
leave his post as President Reagan's national
security adviser was clear to Reagan's top three
aides before Christmas and from then on his departure 4v11S just a matter of time, a White House
source said.
Even before Christmas, they agreed that his
reminded Lucy of a favorite aunt ed as one of five he had completed
Having crossed into East GerSecond in a Series
replacement would be. William P. Clark, a longin Simpson County in Kentucky. months earlier back in Murray.
_back
many, George and Lucy Lilly
This is the second in a series of
Once all this had been completed,
time Reagan associate who has spent a year as
Kummers' home had been
The
couldn't help but compare the two
three columns dealing with The exwere informed that they needed
deputy secretary of state, said the source, who askwhere—they
as
papers
listed on their
Germanys - East and West - as periences of George and Lucy Lilly of
ed that he not be quoted by name.
to a bank and pay 25 East Gergo
to
be,
would
primarily
George
Lucy
and
their train approached Plauen, Murray during a 5-day visit in
per day for each of them
marks
But evep as he walked into the Oval Office to meet
man
GerEast
in
staying-at night while
where they were to be met by some of
Communist-controlled East Gerreceipt back to the
with Reagan Monday, Allen was fighting for _
the
bring
and
met
were
they
there,
Driven
many.
Lucy's relatives whom she had never
many lastsummer.
reinstatement, he acknowledged later. After all, he by Rudi's wife, Charlotte, who had police station.
seen.
Plauen station, she pinned a red
reasoned, both the Justice Department and a depupasteries and coffee - as is German
"In the West," Lucy said, "the
"We were standing in line and hayflower to her lapel. This,-she had
-'• - ty White House counsel had found no evidence of
custom - waiting for them.
were
near,
well
and
buildings
kept
ing
communication problems with
that
disclosure
a
written her cousins, would be the way
.' wrongdoing after investigating
-It was good, too," Lucy said, this," George said, "when a handpretty flowers reflected personal
be dressed.
.'• Allen had accepted $1,000 from Japanese jourwould
she
"especially after having had some, young German came to our
pride in homes and surroundings. It
nalists and three watches from Japanese friends.
Rathrin Riedel, a Mirth cousin,
brotehen (hard roll) cheese and brat- rescue with an explanation about
the
just
opposite
became
as
as
soon
In his first year, Reagan weathered several parents, Rudi and
her
and
wurst with a warm Coke on the train. how the 250 marks ($110) deal works.
we crossed the border - drab surpossibly embarassing personnel problems. The inRqsemarie, met them at the Plauen
There was no dining car."
bombed-out
buildings
and
roundings
He had lived in England for nine
• cidents were handled with the speed and efficiency
station, although they were a few
A peppy person with a warm, con- years,and spoke excellent English."
replacbeen
or
never
rebuilt
had
that
central
the
clear
became
of a guillotine when it
minutes late arriving.
tagious personality, Charlotte didn't
ed."
. figures could not work for the administration.
"We were standing there looking
Once the trip to the bank had been
her 72 years of age. She and her
look
She found "the fence"- the counErnest W. Lefever, Reagan's choice to be assisand the receipt returned to the
around," Lucy said, "when a soft
made
husband, Ruth, had been studying
tryside version of the famed "Berlin
tant secretary of state for human rights, withdrew
voice behind me said,'Lucy?' I turnpolice station, the same stern official
center,
learning
adult
an
at
English
Wall" - depressing. "We were
his nomination soon after the Senate Foreign Relaed and recognized Kathrin from the
while the Lillys - back in Murray - directed the Lillys to a windowless
careful not to stare at it," she said.
tions Committee voted against him,deciding quickpictures she had sent me. She was
been listening to cassette taps room, where another offichg checked
had
"The two ladies in the compartment
ly not to press for approval by the full Senate.
wearing a jacket that I had sent her
in preparation for the their files- which also had preceedGerman
in
putting
by
again
us,
also cautioned
, Max Hugel, the CIA spy chief, stepped down soon
last Christmas...,
ed them from the East German emtheir fingers to their lips, against
after The Washington Post reported that he had
Moments later, a man who turned bassy in Washington - as well as
comwe
well
how
amazing
was
"It
making any comment aboutIt."
supplied 4wo Wall Street stock brokers with adbe Lucy's third cousin, Rudi
to
visas and passports.
out
their
recalls,
Lucy
"although
municated,"
In the rural areas, this barrier con. • vance inside information about a firm he once head- was much more cordial to
Kummer, and who strongly
"He
dicthe
to
go
to
had
we
times
at
sists of two rows of chain link fence,
ed.
Lucy said, "as his
brother,
her
approached
`Americanos',"
resembles
substitute
another
word."
tionary or
some 10 to 12 feet apart and 8 to 10
Army Maj. Gen. Robert L. Schweitzer was
San
in
lived
Francisco. When
mother
reunion
the
group.
joined
and
were
Lillys
the
Kummers',
the
At
officer-on
feet high,topped by what appeared to
removed froln his post as the top military
married in San
told
were
I
'
we
had
more
him
experienced
"I
a
never
The
given red carpet treatment.
be electrified barbed wire. Watch
the National Security Council staff after saying in a
to loosen him
seemed
this
Francisco,
Lucy
emotional
exclaimmoment,"
ize
s
g
jn
hk
t
bed
ucomfortable
d
an
onew
bedroom
irs
ta
s
master
are
They
move.
the
towers are spaced at'intervals along
speech that the "Soviets are on
once."
smiled
even
He
more.
that
even
up
at
I
last
think
had
"To
ed.
'
--.--downstairs
it, and official Vehicles, equipped
going to strike." Reagan said he disagreed with
•••
where my father
!add
the
to
returned
f_l
i
ov
comforter
ef
uf
was
n._
i
en
w
h
o
t
d
to
y
.
f
turned
, with vicious dogs, patrol the strip
that statement.
Settled in with their hosts, properly
was born."
- between the fences regularly.
So, Reagan has shown that he can act quickly to
_
•
••
in with the police and their
•
•
•
Checked
•__
•
•
cut off someone who could become a political
- ents met tucy.and-money itiniftem
rge's-ftve-days
Allen
ty. But
presented difficulties.
As they approached Plauen, Lucy
a bright, green compact, was
were ready to meet
then
George,
10
Germany
at
officially
darted
East
For one thing, he made it clear he had no intenant? George became rather apKathrin's grandmother, Erma Kumof her East German
more
even
a
day,
Friday,
following
the
a.m.
resigning.
of
tion
mer Hoffman,75.
prehensive, wondering what her
with the required visit to the police relatives and to live for a few days as
Allen also had an ally in Edwin Meese III, Reagan
Of all her relatives in East Gerrelatives would be like and what kind
they do.
station.
counselor and by some accounts the most influenof
many,
the
grew
In next Tuesday's column, the final
to
Lucy
reception
closest
elderthey
would
receive.
There a rather stern official, upon
tial member of the White House staff.
As pre-arranged for identification
ly Erma, who from all appearances
receiving their papers, started by one, they will share with us some of
Meese showed a reluctance to give up on Allen
purposes, Lucy was wearing a black
seemed to be "the boss of the clan.". - pulling a card from a nearby file, these experiences and their observawell after the other members of the top trio, chief of
Stooped and only 5 feet tall, she
suit, and as the train pulled into the
_which Georgy immediately recogniz- tions.
- staff James A. Baker III and deputy chief of staff
Michael K. Deaver, had decided Allen was through.
Meese also may have been reluctant because the
increased authority given Clark, compared with
, Allen's role, means "a diminished role for Meese."
the official said.

Dracula found
skiing at home
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.(API - Count Dracula has
taken up skiing of all things in communist Transylvania.
So'
At first, I couldn't believe it. The whole absurd
• idea sounded like a TV remake of an old Bela
.• Lugasi horror film. But there was the count on skis
in The New York Times sports section flapping his
vampire cape on behalf of the Romanian National
Tourist office. The advertising copy urged, "Ski
v.. • Transylvania ... ;649 Complete."
The last time I was in Transylvania, years ago,
.
• the debonaire blood sucker was regarded by the
t.,communist bosses as a decadent Western invention.
• - Dracula films and books were banned in Romania.
The party, however, had made a revolutionary
hero out of Vlad the Impaler,the 15th century direct
descendant of Atilla the Hun, who was the inspiration for Dublin novelist Bram Stoker's Dracula.
Revisionists saluted Vlad with a plaque on the
house where he was born in Sighisoara, Transylvania, as a "Patriot, Defender of Freedom." He
was cited as an inspiration to Marxist youth for
repulsing imperialist invaders. No mention of his
thirst for young maidens' jugulars. Party propagandists were quite vehement on that.
Well, apparently, old Vlad the Impaler, alias
Count Dracula, has gone to rectification school and
been permitted to don his crimson-lined cape again
in the interests of promoting ski tourism.
The ad for the government owned and run Poiana
,
grassy Reaort talks -abou.t..--"apras skh .ctiacr•L
nightclubs and torch-lit excursions."
Just a spine-tingling minute, there. Torch-lit excursions? Where? To a nearby graveyard? A stakedriving ceremony? A coffin klotcht
When I visited the Brassy resort just before the
ski season began, the government-run gift shops
had no. Dracula T-shirts on sale, but the image makers may already have been at work rectifying
his legend.
Dont' worry if you don't see yourself in the mirror
when you go to shave or put on your makeup next
morning. Probably just a trick of the light or a
power outage.
But be sure to pack a few cloves of garlic and a
any crucifix along with your ski wax and Doctor
Dentons before accepting the Comrade Countis invitation to loin him on the slopes of Transylvania.

Ten years ago
Betty Lowry was serving as Kentucky chairman for March of Dimes
fund campaign. Jane Prince and
Doris Cella were local co-chairmen.
Navy S. A. William W. Scull, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Scull, had
graduated from Great Lakes Training Center, Ill. He had been assigned
to duty aboard aircraft carrier USS
Intrepid with homeport, Quonset
Point, R. I.
Twenty years ago
Sammy Knight, Jimmie Olila, Kay
Wallis, Phillip Sparks, John Pasco,
Ottis Duane Lowry,Peggy Robertson
and Shawn Bucy of Murray High
School Forensic League won honors
at meeting in Paris, Tenn., Jan. 5.
Airman Charles G. Kistner had
been assigned to U. S. Air Force
technical training course for
statistical data specialists at Sheppard Air Force Base,Texas.
Thirty years ago
Dark fired tobacco market opened
in Murray with prices going between
$35 and $36 per hundred weight.

Letter to editor

Schools thank those who helped with float
The Parent Teacher
Associations
-*Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools wish to express their appreciation to all of the people who
helped make our float entry in the
Christmas parade such a success.
Dr. Marshall Gordon provided the

H.Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger dt Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper PublisLers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
'FL/ I 11. :Ind other AP News.

In 1598, Boris Godunov seized the
Russian throne following the death of
Feodore I.
In 1927, radio-telephone service
was opened between New York and
London.
And in 1979, Cambodia's Pol Pot

Walter L. Apperson
Publisher

IPS' AVAILABLE-

trailer, truck and driver. Mr. Harold
Grogan aia his studeãtMürriy
Vocational School built the sleigh and
the Optimist Club furnished the
Christmas Lree. Mr. Bill cherry at
the Expo Center allowed us to use
those facilities to house the float dur
ing construction.

The students at Carter and Robert-any-Of the decorations for
son made-in
their entry. A great deal of thanks
goes to the many parents who helped
assemble the float.
Sincerely,
•
-Judy-Krisan
Secretary,Carter PTA

GIRAFF1111:

Today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 7, the
seventh day of 1982. There are 358
days left in the yearToday's highlightin history:
On Jan. 7, 1798, the first U.S.
presidential election was held.
On this date .
In 1584, the Gregorian calendar
was adopted by Catholic states of the
Holy Roman Empire.

Miierrcry Ledger & Times

Chad L. Stewart, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Stewart and husband of
former Betty Thurman, wa serving
with Naval Forces in Far East. He
was- stationed on destroyer USS Erban.

regime fell to Vietnamese-backed
rebels.
Ten years agO: An Iberia Airlines
jet crashed on--the Mediterranean
island of Ibiza, killing all 104 people
aboard.
Five years ago: Czechoslovakia
detained at least five intellectuals
who had signed a manifesto in support of human rights.
One year ago: The Dow Jones Industrial average dropped 24 points, a
day after investment adviser Joseph
Granville urged his clients to "sell
everything."
Today's birthdays: cartoonist
Charles Addams is 70.
_Thought -for Today: "People

generally quarrel because they cannot argue." - Gilbert Chesteron,
British writer. 1874-1936.

Thoughts in season

-

By Ken Wolf
The following quip is attributed to
the famous nineteenth-century
statesman, Prince Metternich 17731859). Throughout most of his adult
life, he remained passionately opposed to the idea of revolution. Sinee the
slogan of the French Revolutiona?ieswas "liberty, equality, fraternity,"
.
01
4
Metternich commented:
r
11111irrej
. I
iNli491t
When I saw what people did in %Weil /
14111,4
11 , 1
the name of fraternity, I resolv- •
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till
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him
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ed if I had a brother
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Loss of lungs' elasticity
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'DEAR DR. LAMB - Sev- as the elastic fibers in your tants should be carefully
eral people in our family lungs, need to be main- avoided.
have been diagnosed as hav- tained.
Once emphysema develing
"A lpha -Try psin
To protect against protei- ops, additional measures,
Disease " Would you explain nase, our body produces including breathing exercisit to us Is anything being another enzyme called es, postural drainage and
done in the way of research' alpha-1-antitrypsin globulin. lung rehabilitation, may be
What is the usual treatment' When you have enough of helpful
Cortisone has been pre- this your elastic fibers are
DEAR DR. LAMB - Our
scribed and bronkometers to protected and your lung newspaper cut off your
open lung cassages-..elasticity is maintained.
objection to the use of vitaIn about 15 percent of min E in the treatment of
DEAR READER - I'm
sure you are talking about adults with emphysema they fibrocystic disease of the
one of the causes of have an inherited defect in breast. I have been taking
emphysema, the lung dis- not producing enough alpha- 600 units per day as I underease associated with 1-antitrypsin globulin. In stood was recommended by
expanded lungs. Terminolo- these people tbe elastic:=a doctor on the Today Show.
gy has changed through the fibers will degenerate, lead- 1 would like to know what
years but today emphysema ing to emphysema. Ineiden- • your objections to taking it
is used to mean a loss of the tally, these people can are.
DEAR READER - There
normal elastic characteris- develop emphysema without
has been a preliminary
tics of the lung. Normally as smoking.
I am sending you The report that vitamin E helps
you breathe in your lungs
stretch, and as you exhale Health Letter number 17-8, resolve breast lumps from
-there is an elastic recoil Chronic Bronchitis and fibrocystic disease. Because
from elastic fibers within Emphysema, which will give -ef the small series I must
you more information on -consider it preliminary. And
the lung sacs.
management of these com- my main objection is not
As we get older all of us mon ailments. Others who about the vitamin E but the
lose some of the datiticity. want this issue can send 75 real danger that some womBut when too much is lost cents with a long, stamped, an with a lump will start
the air sacs collapse during self-addressed envelope for treating herself and not have
expiration and obstruct the it to me,in care of this news- a qualified examination.
air flow out of the lungs.
No lump in the breast
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Those elastic fibers are City Station, New York, NY should be ignored or treated
made of protein. Our bodies 10019.
at home without an examinaturally produce substancYou can be sure there is a nation. That is very dangeres called proteinase. These lot of research going on ous. if the lump turns out to
are enzymes that attack pro- about this problem. At pres- be cancer and valuable time
tein and break it down. That ent people with this problem is lost in having an examinais an important function in need to be extra careful to tion and proper treatment, it
some instances. But there avoid factors that make lung could cost a woman her life.
can be too much of a good disease worse. Smoking and That is reason enough to
thing and some protein, such other sources of air pollu- object.
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• Adults l32 Nursery6
•
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Angela Gail Anderson
and baby girl, ft14, Benton; Brenda J. Smith and
baby girl, Rt. 8, Benton;
William Edward Howell,
Rt. 3, Paris,Tenn.
Rosalee- Kelso, .tyr
-in
Givve;-Theress-124-J!mek.
Rt. 8; James 'Rebid
Smith, Box 63, New Con-
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"Now That You've Shopped
All The Sales, Try Ours
It's Bigger & Better & Costs Less"

Storm Coats

Zad & ZaaJcie

39.00

Wool-Caats •
WW1 Blazers
Reskisokoa____ 19.99 Reg. 79.99 to 99.99
59.00
rduroy-Blazprs
22.99 Rabbit Jackets
Reg. to eb.00

Shari McClure Of Murray
Lost30-4bOrt-8-Wee4-.---7--:

Reg. 69.99 to 79.99

Short's story is easito
relate to. She had never been
overweight until she.got married and settled into a routine
- of late night cooking and
snackiit.• She had never
seriously dieted before and
didn't know how to ex-really
;•'
cept to starve. Shari -knew
::tharjte didn't gel"-tRiFfed
on b diet, the weight problem
was going.to.get worse. She
had to do something. Then a
friend told her about the Diet
Center - after 8 weeks on the
well balanced ajgt Shari lost
30 lbs. and 3214 inches and
ot bgeitrter.
is
!!!:1 shenceverfeln
and guys So come
start the New Year With a
resolution to lose that excess
weight to look and feel better
-43bout yourself.
_

54.00
(AU furs labeled to show country
of origin.)

Dresses

Dress Sale!
Plaid Shirts
TF&l and Winter
Aelfr-Diffsses
Reg.to 35.99 '71

- 40% ton% Off

Reg. to 25.99

Wool Plaid Skirts
8.99 to 11.99

Lingerie
Caftans and Floats
Reg. 19.99
7.99

Pant Sale! Fall & Brushed Nylon
nter Styles
Gowns
5.99
Reg. to 12.99
4.99
_ Reg.to 24.99

-Handbag*
Handbags
5.00

Reg to 15.99
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consistency, peanut butter is difficult to swallow and
idese a tendency to lodge in one's throat. However,
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'Suggesting a course in C.P.R. is appropriate. I've
recommended it in this space before, but it's time for
-a reminder.
•
•••
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REYNOLDS

SHARPS
MACI-11NE

"The Natural Way to Lose

Weight!"

Our New Location
"The Village"

Central Shopping Center, Murray
Hrs. 1-0-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

04.14-

st. Sac, ins

II anemia .
treatment

• •
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DIET
E_NTER2

pleasui
have tc

researched

e...1 •

•

Reg. 13.99 to 17.99

relax*
LIBRA
"fSept.;
Legit
tunitie
but do

LONDON ( AP) - matter with her.
But The Sun, a massPrincess Diana, expectabloid, said
circulation
ting in June, is considering having her baby at Tuesday that barring
-Buckingham Palace g- sigas-si-a-eeseplicated
London newspaper has delivery, the royal baby
will be born at the palace
reported.
spokesmag‘instead
of at a hospital.
palace
A
declined comment on the The newspaper did not
report, and Dr. George identify the source of its
Pinker, the gynecologist report. Diana's mother
for the 20-year-old wife of in-law, Queen Elizabeth
Prince Charles, said he II, had her four children had not discussed the at Buckingham Palace./

%M.
•

Accessories 1/2 Off
)
6

'ARIES
_ (Mar. 2

Princess Diana may have
baby at Buckingham Palace

Quilted Ski Jackets
29.00
Rag.i9-45.99

50% to 70% Off

Reg. to 24.99

,q• • What
row be:
-'• 'stars a
,. given fe

Everybody mode friends. For some practical tips

Reg. 59.99 to 69.99

9.99 to 11.99

S's

on how to be popular,get Abby'sPopulacity backlog.
Send gl plus a long,self-addreUsAatamped(37
envelope to Abby, Popularity, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Subject to prior sale

Sweater Sale

Yc

DEAR IT: Any man who can get a woman to sign
such an agreement is the world's greatest salesman.
And any woman who would sign it should have her
head examined.

obstructed air passages in infants and children. The course
is offered free by the American Red Cross and the Heart
Association, and it takes only a few hours.
A choking child needs immediate help, and the 10 or 12
minutes it may take before the paramedics arrive, or to get
the child to a doctor, is already too much time.
KAREN SIMONDS, R.N.

Sportswear Coats

i_laressyinouses
Reg.to 19.99
8.99

DEAR ABBY:The man who has been telling me for eight
months that he loves me told me last night that he is
marrying someone else! He says he doesn't think any more
of this woman than he does of me, but he's 33 and wants a
family. This girl has agreed to sign a "contract" drawn up
by a lawyer stating that if she doesn't conceive within a
year, she will agree to an uncontested divorce so he can
marry someone else. She also agreed that he may commit
adultery while he is away from home (he is a truck driver).
He asked me if I thought he was crazy, and I said yes.
Abby, what kind of man would ask a woman to sign such
an agreement? And what kind of woman would sign it?
I am interested in knowing your views.
IT HAPPENED IN OCALA, FLA.

Irby,Kt.!. - •
1700 Holiday; Dallie Mit;
DEAR WIFE: Is the man buying or selling?
Lancaster,
chuson,lit
Gahible,
.7; Ruby M. Stallonir,-Rt.
Benton; Carlos L. Writei7 1, Hardin; Gladys L
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.- Schoenke, Rt._ 1, DEAR ABBY: The letter suggesting that warning labels
uttle
turujtars
bube
uLau
ps
re
um
a pt-thi
year
;
d
Shirley. Ann Orr, Rt.--7; - Dukedom, Tenn.; David be placed on peanutuutubpe
Mayfield; Jessie"- liET'S. Harmon, 815 Hurt; tragicallY
I. am an old emergency room nurse who has
many
Lawson, Rt. 1, Mayfield; David Bruce Henry, Rt. children with obstructed air passages. Total lackseen
of oxygen
Anita M. Poynor, 818 1, Almo.
will usually cause brain death within four to six minutes,
Istbrth Ninth St.
lies available.on
butter jars, why
Freeze carpTid onion, long
Abby,
befo
ifrewempeteld
wam
atte
inn
gfilo
a be
n
peanut
Bruce S. Higbee, 505
olives
?r
pepper
'"green
'
'
--gumball machines, dog kibble, teething biscuits
College Cts.; Dorothy M. oose y pace
piastic not oncaps,
as well as the Thankagivin4 turkey?(How many
McClure, 210 South Ilth containers sothat small bottle
people pay attention-86-the-swarning labels on cigarettes?)
St.; Dottie M.Ford:Lynn amounts may be scooped I think a better solution would be for parents to take a
Grove; Eurie Joe out for later use.
course in C.P.R. It includes instructions on clearing the

All Winter
Merchandise

a anaWinte
VameTBrands

Velveteen Blazers
Reg.to 60.00
22.99
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DEAR KAREN: It's true, youngsters (and adults,
too)can choke anavarksty offoods,but becausediet
•7

•

By Abigail Van Buren

Hospital patients released

•

I 1

Junior and
Misses Famous
Name
Sportswear

Eager 'Family man'Is
No Bargain aMisband

DEAR ABBY: My husband is in the retail business, and
I'm here every day helping him. A man comes into our store
regularly and !Rinks up the place with a cigar.
Every time I see this man coming with
cigar, I want to
run out of the place.
Should I say something to him about it or not?
ABE'S WIFE
cord; Lynn -W. Outland,-- Barham, Rt. 3;-Lemon
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

baby girl, Brooke.
party by women of
Odell Orr
The club will meet Russell's Chapel United
Tuesday, Jan. 12, at 1 Methodist Church Dec. 14
p.m. at home of Mrs at 1:30p.m.
honored
Odell Orr was
"The Birth of Christf"
at a family dinner in Sherwood Potts.
was subject of devotion
celebration- of his birthpleasant grove by Linda Kelly. Crihfield
day Saturday, Jan. 2, at
.16Country Crossroads.
:
P Martha Clark Butter- read from the book of
Present were Mr. and worth was hostess at her Psalms. Dolly Lorenz
- Mrs. Doyle Humphreys, 'home for annual holiday gave a prayer.
Lois Sparks, president,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Orr, meeting, Dec. 16, of South
Mr. and Mrs. Durward Pleapargt Grove presided. Reports were
given by Gaynelle
Bennett, J. D. Orr, Torn- Bomemakers Club.
my Orr, Ronnie Orr, Jane
The book, Onesimus by Williams, secretary, and
Orr, Melissa Orr, Mr. and •Lance Webb was review- Roxie Jones, treasurer.
Gifts were exchanged.
Mrs. David Willoughby, ed by Mavis McCamish.
Beth Humphreys, Jerry
Devotional thoughts Secret friends were
Morris and Mr. and Mrs. were given by Justine revealed.
Hostesses Criblield and
Odell Orr.
Story prior to the noon
-Marion --F-ot'served
meal.
cofdwater meet
Gifts were exchanged;-refreshments. Also preMembers and guests of Ellen Orr led in the group sent were Ruby Harris,
Toni Hopson, Lucy AlderColdwater Homemakers singing.
Club met at home of Mrs. Others present were dice, Lavine Carter,
Freelan Youngblood for luta Hutson, Viola Dorothy Sobieski, alith
annual holiday potluck McReynolds, Nin% Craig, McKenzie, Bertha
dinner.
Imogene Paschall, Clovis Hillard, Mary Elizabeth
Mrs. Newel Doores Jones, Sherrie Paschall, Moore, Jean Pipher,
presented devotional Delpha Taylor, Carolyn Alice Gould, Eva Hary,
thoughts. Gifts were ex- Parks, Donna Lassiter, Christine Collins,
changed. Sunshine Hilda Orr, Estelle Gooch Dorothy Brown, Jean
Miller and Sally Anne
friends were revealed.
and Freda Humphreys.
Others attending were
The club will meet Sawyer.
The group will meet
rs. Revel Haneline, Wednesday, Jan. 13, at
Mrs. Sherwood Potts, 1:30 p.m. at Delpha Monday, Jan. 11, at 12:30
p.m. at Elm Grove
Myrtle Byrd, Lagina Taylor's home.
azzell, Arlene Adams,
church parking lot to go
Cathy Adams and son, russell's
to home of Edith McKenchapel zie
at Lakeland Wesley
Joe Derick, Clara BenGinny Crihfield opened Village for monthly
hett, Mable Fuqua, and
Mrs. Dale Arkless and her home for a holiday meeting.
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WASHINGTON(AP)- • Sickle cell anemia, a" --painful, incurable _disorder that causes
disability and early
*w.k may be caused by
the rigidity of the affected blood cells, not their shape, say National
Institutes of Health
researchers.

-

0.
,

•

The researchers said
Tuesday they have found
that the abnormal blood
cell component which
causes the problem
builds up in normal looking cells as well as sickleshaped ones.
Dr. Alan Schechter said
the finding could mean
that looking for agents to
change the amount or
properties of this component may be a better approach to treatment than
seeking new drugs.
The results by
Schechter and colleagues
Constance Noguchi and
Dennis Torchia were
released at annual
meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Scienet,_
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Associates to hear John Winer :
"

A trip to Europe to see, was the major organ
to play, to record on tape btilder in the time of
and to photograph Johann Sebastian Bach,
historic tracker organs and many of the inhas been developed into a struments are in use topresentation by John day,300 years later.
The program also will
Winter. He is a former
professpr of music at include instruments and
Murray State University. views of. stained _Vass
Winter will present his windows and medieval
program Monday, Jan. and baroque decorations
11, at 7:30 p.m. in Pogue in famous French
t- Library, MSU. The event cathedrals such as Charf_.; will be sponsored by tres and Notre Dame and
Associates of Murray others in Salzburg and
State University Vienna, Austria.
Libraries, an organize- - Winter said "the slfire
tion dedicated to service-,rand tape show combines
my vocation, music, with
Ids.- to the libraries.
The slide --_aael___Aape two of my favorite avrica- • • • pregentation Artist-the Lions, photography and
result of a summer travel."
The retired music pro
sabatical trip to Europe
a t) • during which Winter fessor said "the libraries
•
played, recorded and at MSU have &Ways been
fr. photographed pipe a particuliiiinterest I
•
organs hwiN by _Art_ iierred_.ita_the MSU
Schnitger in North Ger- Library Committee for
many years, and so I am
• many and Holland.
Winter said Schnitzger happy to show the pro-

4.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frawes Drake

gram again far the
Associates of Intl
Libraries."
Lois Sparks, AMSUL
spokesman, said the program, free and open to

1-2-82
Adults 135 Nursery 10
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Mathis, baby girl
(Sherrye), Rt. 1, Farmington.
Mavin, baby boy
(Paula), Rt.8.
Fox, baby girl (Carol),
Rt. 5.
DISMISSALS
Glen D. Bell, Rt. 1,
Almo; Charles L. Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; James S.
Gentry, Rt. L Benton;
Mary Jane Skinner, 120
Spruce St.; William Ray

the public, should appeal
to anyone interested in
music, historic pipe
organs, baroque and
Gothic architecture and
art, as well as travel.and
Photography.

Hospital reports

1-3-82
Adults 149 Nursery 13
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Nester, baby boy (Sally), Rt. 6, Mayfield.
Clark, baby girl (Mitzi), Rt. 4, Benton.
Kirks, baby boy
(Sheila), A9 Coach
Estates.
DISMISSALS
Angela Rena Noel,
6; Amanda L. Penn, R$.4,
Benton. Virginia F. Harris, Rt. 5; James A.
Baker, Rt. 2.__Winge;
Jeanne T. West,411 North
18th St.
Charles Edward Jones,
1713 Jones; Helen R.
Simser, Rt. 6; Lois C.
Outland, Fern Terrace
Lodge; Cloyce D.
Hopkins, 1105 Mulberry
St.; Allen F. McCuiston,
New Concord.
Eulala Barnett (expired), 1314 Vine St.; Ray
Rushing (expired), Rt.5.

nt•

.`!. T.

-

Futrell, 1809 Westwood.
Cheri A. amble, Rt. 5,
Benton; Mira M. Laws,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Amos
Perry, Rt. • Si- Cora
Dumas, 300 Pine St.;
William Stockdale, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Robert
Kirks, F3 Southside
Manor.
Lois L. Maupin, 105
South 12th St.; Elton J.
Hutson, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Odell Suggs, Rt. 7;
Estelle Pauline White,
3134 Trinity Rd.,
Louisville; john W. Kirnbro, Rt. 4.

and baby girl, 312 South
14th St.
Sharon L. Hicks, Rt. 2;
Laramie Dane Carson,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Robin L.
Marshalli-$t. 1, Hardin;
Patrick S. O'Neal, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Ruby B.
S*IRA G.CORN,JR;
Futrell, Rt.'8; Helen R.
RECEIVES HONOR - WS Ruiz, right, was
Wilson, Rt. 2, Paris,
NORTH
who
man
the
of
1-7-A
by
Rose
"Beware
the
of
Phi
Order
Beta
Sigma
presented
Tenn.
•863
won't be bothered with
Barbara Chilcutt, left, president of Xi Alpha Delta
•72
-11;
Helen Melugin, RU
-Chapter. This honor is bestowed on 15-year sorority details " - William Feath•K72
Evelyn R. Taylor,- W4-7 members. Ruiz also was honored by her chapter er
4 A J 1097
Fulton; James Robert
WEST
EAST
Farris, New Concord;
•10 7
•K 9542
2;
Rt.
•R 643
Greta B. Gargus,
•10 6
In choosing between two •9 8 5 4 3
Catherin L. Bellew, Box
•
K
8
Q
4
3
462
not
to
enough
its
finesses,
5, New Concord.
SOUTH
Friday,Jan.8
- Thursday, Jan. 7
choose the one that works.
Harold Pridemore, Rt.
•AQJ
Greater Paducah Sometimes they both work,
6; Mary E. Vance, Rt. 6; . Coldwater Baptist
•AQJ 10 98
only one will d; any
but
Parents
of
Chapter
Church
will
Women
meet
•AQJ
Beatrice Dublin, Rt. 1,
Without Partners will good.
.
5
Sedalia; Floyd Garland, at 7 p.m. at church.
ace
wins
club
meet for a dance and Dummy's
Vulnerable
Both Dealer
Box 2, New Concord;
- Women of
Murray
7:30 p.m., and it's time to decide North The bidding
Quinton Herndon, lit. 1, Moose will met at 8 p.m. orientation at
major suit finesses.
between
American Legion Hall, If you think that trumps North East
Farmington; Wright D. at lodge hall.
West
Soatli
Paducah.
should always take priority, Pass Pass 2V
Pass
Hainley, Rt. 2, Spr34
Pass
3,
Pass
let's see what happens.
ingville, Tenn.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
4117
Pass
4 NT
Pass
Saturday,Jan.9
The trump finesse wins, 541
of Beta Sigma Phi will
Pass
6V
All
Birth
Full
with
entered
chapter,
is
and
Local
dummy
Ellis
pass
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
NIXON GIRL
Men's a diamond to repeat the
Business
Gospel
Opening lead: Club king
Mr. - and Mrs. Larry Center.
Fellowship International, trump finesse. This wins
slam
loses.
the
but
Nixon, 835 Glendale Rd.,
- Civitan Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. at again has
Murray
a natural trump finesse in a try to drop a
East
announce the birth of a will meet Big Joe's Fami- Triangle Inn.
trick and it is too late to try doubleton king.
daughter, Monday, Dec. ly Restaurant at 7 p.m.
two spade finesses.
28, at 3:40 p.m. at
Calloway County Youth The odds for either
Bid with Cars
Murray-Calloway County
Cub Scout Pack No. 57 -Basketball League finesse are even. However,
Hospital.
CA meet at 7 p.m. at _tryouts for boys and girls, two winning finesses in South holds: 114_
The baby,Laura Paige, Carter School.
grades 4-8, will be from 9 spades will cinch the slam;
#K 9 5 4 2
weighed six pounds and
Front Porch Swing, a.m. to noon at Calloway two winning finesses in
V K 643
4 inches.
/
not.
hearts
will
measured 191
shop
High and Middle Schools.
women's barber
•10 6 try
to
LS
line
The
winning
The father is a harmony group, will
462
trick two North Sauk
Calloway County deputy rehearse at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Squar-A-•a spade finesse atholds,
the
and when this
1*
sheriff.' The mother is First ChristigurChurch.
Naders will dance from 8 slam is safe. Declarer can 14
3#
employed at Murrayto 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen repeat the spade finesse and ANSWER: Pass. A game
Calloway County
Friday,Jan.
of World Hall.
give up a graceful trump might make but this nearly
Hospital.
Hazel and Douglas
trick to score his slam and bare minimum does not look
Grandparents are Mr. Senior Citizens Centers
Alcoholics Anonymous rubber.
like a very good bet.
and Mrs. Morelan Nixon, will be open from 10 a.m. and Alanon will meet at 8 W
if the spade finesse
--Hopkinsville, and Mr. to 2 p.m.__witiLluach at p.m.in.western portion o(loses and the trump finesse Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. lica 123113., Dallas, Texas 712111,
wins? Declarer will still with self-addressed, stamped sovekips
and Mrs. George Kepley, Hazel 011:45 .m.audit
have time to take one trump for reply
Franklin.
Douglaaat ndon.
Center.'

ACE
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Community calendar

FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 8, 1982
it. • What kind of day will tomor- scoRpm
14-82
• row be? To find out what the (pet 23 to Nov. 21)
•••I• -stars say, read the forecast
Distant affairs bring Adults 172
given for your birth Sign.
benefits. Success comes Nursery 8
NEWBORN
through publicity, publishing
•:•
ADMISSIONS
and educational matters. Be
ARIES
Palmer. baby girl
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 1:114 considerate of relatives.
You and a close associate SAGITTARIUS
(Patricia),Rt. 1, Benton.
_.
0
will revise some of your atm-(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 3e
DISMISSALS
You have an opportunity Debra K. Miller and
Visitors may upset your
;domestic routine, but property that others can handle as well baby boy, Rt. 8, Benton;
'
as you. Be closemouthed, or
- _ 4.,;matters are favored.
competitors try to capitalize-11herrye L. Mathis and
TAURUS
baby girl, Rt. 1, Farm• . (Apr.20 to May 20) t-Mtlr_on your good lucIL •
zf ington; Marlene L. Geib
-. Happy news comes from a CAPRICORN
and baby boy, 1810 Sherloved one, but business (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 'a
Accede to the wishes of a rie Lane. .
negotiations are subject to
mix-ups. Maintain proper de- close associate regarding a Jacqulene D. Hill and
social event. Friends are gaits baby boy,-11L-71-f-Almo;
meanor with a higher-up.
no40- helpful. Finances may present Sandra K. McClure and
."-'GEMIN1
a problem.
'(May 21 to June 20)
baby boy, 1628 West Main
Feelings deepen into love. AQUARIUS - - St.; Marilyn T. Sherfield
20
to
(Jan.
Feb:18)
• New career opportunities are
Career progress comes now,
in the offing, so keep in touch
Office of Conferences
with important contacts. but you'll have to rise above
end
Continuing Education
the
reap
to
distractions
Avoid rash expenditures.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
. benefits. You cannot depend
z„.„%
CANCER
announces a non-credit class
(June 21 toady 22) ICIPTI-1 on a friend.
, Serial engagements are sub- PISCES
DANCAEROBICS
.
Jed to change, but you'll meet (Feb.19 to Mar.20) )(Q
Are you looking for an enjoyable form of ex•ttrith happiness in love. Make_ risaw'ePtillesantiaPPi- -smile? If so, Aerobic Dancing iS-Cf-fun way
-z iita point to go out for an even-. IY emPhasized, Yet Part of You
dor=you to get a physical and mental tune,.feels shy and uncertain. Enjoy
Zoingoffun!
up. The class is designed to help *you
,. company. Don't withdraw into
„riot
iv LEO
develop your stamina., while having fun,
(July23to Aug.22) v&Velft Yourself.
stabilize your Pulse, and tone your muscles.
Group efforts are favored. YOU BORN TODAY belong
Enjoy club meetings. Despite in large enterprises, for you
Class format Consists of continuous simple
happy family developments, have natural executive talent
dome movements, and steps. In addition,
at, you may have some bow Though you are personally _ pulse rate will be taken and monitored. Well
doubts about love.
- ambitious, you're greatestsupported tennis shoes are recommended
success will come when you
(ka'VMGO
Enrollmentlimited to 35
im•
of
23
'(Aug.
sphere
your
da.
enlarge
22)
(Aug- to SeptOesioncoys onAIiWnesdoys
• You may be frustrated by a terest to include concern for
January i1-March 17(Carr Health Bldg.)
conflict between work to be the welfare of others. With a
done and your need for social sense of public service, you'll
Instructors: Linda Hoverstock and Cathy
life. Attend to priorities, then make important contributions
Mattis
relax with others.
to the betterment of the corn- - 9:30-10:30 a m.
LIBRA
munity at large. Some of the
Twenty Sessions...$51.00
'.(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —'fields which promise you sueRegistration is easy. .simply call 762-4229.
music,
,
Legitirnate career oppor- cess are acting,
Other non-credit classes to begin in
tunities present themselves, teaching, banking, science
February. Coll the above number to receive
• but do not mix business and and literature. Birthdate of:
• pleasure. Travel plans may Elvis Presley, singer; Yvette
additional information.
have to be revised.
Mimieux, actress.
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'Open Fridays
'Til 8:30 P.M.

1.11WINTE11ALE

Sensational Savings On Winter
Fashions In Every Department.
Save Now On Quality Fashions.

WINTER

Entire

DRESSES

COATS-
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Regu o, 38 DO

141; 00 Voloet,
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Auburn's Smith wants better defense

Guidelines set
by committee
to replace Hina

Points before half lead to 'Celt win
•.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, KY:
(AP)- "I think we were
very close to winning this
basketball game," said
Auburn Coach Sonny
t.- Smith, "if you take away
our two minutes right
before the end of the first
half:"
That was a big "if," with six straight points however.
two free throws each by
.Auburn was within 31- Jim Master and Chuck
27 with 1:01 remaining in Verderber and a jump
the period when Ken- shot from the corner by
tucky reserve Tom Heitz Derrick Hord at the
scored five straight buzzer.
points. That gave the
Master led all scorers
third-ranked Wildcats a with 26 points and Hord
36-27 halftime lead added 22 for Kentucky,
enroute to an 83-71 which improved to 9-1
Southeastern Conference overall and 2-0 in the
victory Wednesday night. SEC. Auburn fell to 7-4
"If we can ever learn overall, 1-2 in league
how to guard anybody, I play, despite the heroics
think we can play with of Charles Barkley and
these folks," Smith said, Odell Mosteller.
"but you've got to be able
Barkley, a bulky 6-footto guard them first.
6 freshman, nearly stole
"There's two facets to the show with 25 points
this game--1- offense and and 17 rebounds, helping
defense. We used to be the Tigers to a 33-30 adgood on defense and Jost vantage on the boards.
every ballgame. Now -He also blocked two
we're good on offense, but -shots, giving him 25 for
we need to get a little bit the season.
better on defense."
"The addition of
Smith cited other fac- Barkley takes away the
tors in the defeat, in- intimidation factor to a
cluding turnovers and certain degree," Smith
fouls, but added, "I ought said."We have been a big
to give our kids credit. basketball team (in the
They executed their of- past), but they didn't
fense very, very well and jump well. Barkley
the tempo was pretty jumps well and he gives
much what we wanted it us a little of the intimidato be."
tion back."
Auburn's last lead was
Mosteller, a guard and
5-4, but the Tigers were junior-college transfer,
within 77-71 with 50 added 21 points on 10-of-15
seconds to go.V.tolkucky shooting, mostly rainbow
then slammed the door jumpers from long range.
•

•

*to

.

He scored 14 points in the
second half before fouling
out:
-Mosteller's been a
second-half player," said
Smith. "We'd like to get
him in the swing of things
in the first half, but
there's a great transition
from junior-college
basketball to thiCleague.
He's making it, but he has
dry spells and it's usually
been in the first half.
"We'd like to get him to
be a more consistent
player, but we're happy
to have him. It makes
playing a zone against us

very difficu,IL .We. slon't atid.thgre were absolutely blems to us. We did not
consider that a long shot no problems, but we had block off the boards, even
though it's probably the
that he's taking."
trouble on the boards.
Kentucky Coach Joe B.
"It's a very basic thing thing we've talked the
Hall also praised Barkley about basketball, but most about and worked
and Mosteller.
we're doing it very poorly the most on. We're just
not reacting when the
'They're a good right now. I don't thix
ballclub with their two it's good preparatiøn shot goes up," Hall said.
newcotters," Hall said. when you break down so
AUBURN (TI)
"They certainly had badly in one phase of your- Mumphord 2 1-2 5, Lockhart 5 2-3 IL
rteletlYer9107 110-2 2521, DA
premlarnightatonight.”--fundamintalt.- Right- Bmaost
Hemelsn °"
I 0-1 °
L
But the Wildcats "did flow I think we're the- 0Turner 0 0-4 0, Cahill 2 0-0 4, Poindexter
2-2 2 Totals 29 13-19 71
KENTUCKY
not _put our game worst we've been all 1431
9 4-4 22, HUrtOO-0O. Tarp.,
together," Hall said season in blocking off the 11, Hord
Minniefield 2 3-4 7, Master 9 44 114,
"Some phases of the boards. None of us were Beal 0 041 0, Heitz 2 9-10 12, verderber 3
0, McK inley 0 0-4 0 Totals?? 29-3543.
game we played very, doing a good job defen- 4-4Halftime
Kentucky 36, Auburn V.
very well. Our offense sively."
Fouled out Mumphord, Daniell,
Mosteller Total touls—Auburn 27, Kenplayed very patiently,
"Their low-post offense tucky 16 Technical —B•rkley.
moved the ball very well and board work were pro- A =1,609

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
An organizational meeting of the committee to
find a replacement for resigned Murray High football coach John Hina was conducted Wednesday.
Under the direction of Murray School
Superindendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, the committee
established general guidelines to follow to select a
replacement for Hina.
Already 15 applications and inquiries for the head
coaching position have been accepted by Jeffrey
and other members of the committee and more will
be accepted "until about the last week in January
or the first of February," Jeffrey said.
March 1 was set as the deadline for naming a new
coach according to Jeffrey, although the selection
process could be delayed in the interview phase.
"The members of the committee will be reviewing the various applications and conducting interviews as soon as possible. We may run into some
delays, though, depending on when we can set up
dates for some of the applicants," Jeffrey said.
Jeffrey refused to release any applicants' names
until after all applications had been received.
Members of the selection committee, besides Jeffrey, include MHS principal W.A. Franklin, MHS
athletic director Eli Alexander, MHS teacher Wanda Gough and school board membee. Tommy
Rushing.
Franklin said the purpose of Wednesday's
meeting was intended "to set a target so we don't
flounder around in the search for a new coach. We
at least have namesand hopefully a fairly good idea
of the kind of person we're searching for."
The search for a new coach began after Hina's
resignation was accepted by the school board
December 10.
Hina had been coach of the Tiger football team
since 1973 and accumulated a 54-41-1 record. He
guided the 1974 Tigers to a state AA championship
and recorded a 6-5 mark in 1981.
In his resignation letter, Hine said he felt
of the community wanted a leadership
changan the MHS football program.
His resignation will be effective during the 1982-83
school year, but will not affect his position as assistant principal.
,

Over 100 entries anticipated
in sefititend motorcycle races
day and again Saturday,
Jan. 16, will be sponsored
by two different groups
as part of the West Kentucky Competitive Riders
Association yearly
schedule. Western Kentucky Flat Trackers Club
will sponsor the first set
of races Saturday with
practice beginning at 6
The cycle riders will be p.m. and races starting at
arriving from locations 7:30.
as far away as Arkansas,
January 16 the Murray
Tennessee, Illinois and State Physics Activity
Indiana, as well as from.
(PAC) will sponsor
all parts of Kentucky to - the second night of racparticipate in the short ing, following the same
track races scheduled at--.practice and race
the West Kentucky schedule as the WKFTC
Livestock and Exposition races.
Center on College Farm
MSU freshman Diana
Hamilton, a Murray cyRoad.
The races, this Satur- cle racer since the age of

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Cycle riders will rbe
converging on Murray
the next two Saturdays,
but if the image of a
Hell's Angels gang roar,Ang down Main Street
comes to mind - rest
-easy.

five, will be in charge of tion has santioned both
the second night of races local races and will
and she expects several award participation
nationally ranked racers points to the top cycle
to attend both night's of riders in each event.
amateur raCitte:The WKCRA points are
"We're expecting ap- necessary
for individual
proximately 100 riders riders to advance from
from all over to attend
one level of expertise to
the races," Hamilton the next.
said, "And I image
Races will be conseveral will turn out -for
ducted in each of nine
the money races in both
bike categories from litthe 250cc and open tle
automatics and 60cc
classes."
size to the 250cc and open
- The races will be the
category.
first of the new year and
will be tuneups for
The two nights of racseveral riders and their ing will be the only
equipment intending to WKCRA sanctioned
travel the national spring events in the Expo Center
and summer circuit. The until November when the
West Kentucky Com- MSU physics club plans
petitive Riders Associa- to sponsor more races.

-Cardinals co/set-coast
4despiteptiparound
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LOUISVILLE;

SMLOIN:
Family Steak House
Home Owned & Operated

Great Way To Start The New Year

Out Of The Kitchen
-

PURDO
•
13

€1110

OUR GIGANTIC
JANUARY STOREWIDE
CLEARANCE SALE IS
STILL IN PROGRESS
C4 viNG5 UP TO 75% OFF
SETTLE-WORKMAN
Downtown Across horn
The Bank Of Murray

Savings On Entire Meal
sss

Good Monday Thru Friday
From 5 P.M. Until Closing And
All Day Saturday & Sunday
"35 Item Salad Bar" With Homemade-Soups

State Farm's

Offer Good Thru Jan. 15, 1982

_Great Lunch Specials! ,
r. ozxKopped Steak . -...._k. .
hickenTried-Steak .__,- - German Sausage
Fish-Dinner
._
Stuffed Bell fiepper
Sirloin Tips

fL • 1 4

1.99
1,,99

1.99
2.29
2.49

4

•

All Lunches Include
Choice Of Potatoe & Toast
M.n. Thru Fri. 11 a.m. to 4 ..m.

it can-help Voir—.
set a portion Of ,
your income
aside now for
future enjoyment . . .
free from-current
income tax.
FOR DETAILS'Sif OR CALL:

Jane Rogers
753-9627
Murray
201 S. 6th

Sun. Thru Thursday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.M.-10 p.m.
Bel Air Center
753-0440

-

-•-••• •
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State Fe/rn LAO IRSINYInCO Company Mom* Office Bloomington,

Like a_g0WineighbOr.

•

record.
Things have markedly
improved this year, with
Louisville boasting an 8-2
record. But Coach Denny
Crtun says that im_provemeld over doesn't mean
hisFteame
coast.
orm
cxaanp
example, Crum
' noted that Louisville had
to outscore Florida State
26-6 over the last nine
minutes of Saturday's
Metro Conference game
in order to pst a 78-57 victory.
"I don't think the team
was ready to play," Crum
said after that victory. "I
saw in our warmups prior
to the Jame that the
players were OA* off
and not concentrating
enough and I had a feeling that we wouldn't play
real well."
Louisville, whichs
leads the Metro with a 2-0
mark, entertains St
Louis in another conference game tonight. It
will be the Metro opener
for the Billikens, 5-4, who
fell to Georgia State 77-70
on Monday.
Although the Cardinals
---$16aare heavy favorites,
Crum warned that they
must be mentally ready
to play.
j "They have a group Of
players and have
oth1ngWIO' and w
come in loose and ready_
tinnily," he said of the
_ Billikens. "We had better
have a better attitude
against them or we could
get beat."
Free-throw shooting
continues to be a problem
for the Cardinals, who
made only 17 of 29 attempts against Florida
State. They are hitting
only 63 percent from the
line.
"We're working on it,"
said Crum of his team's
marksmanship at the
line. "What else can I tell
you?"
Forward Derek Smith
gave a solid performance
in the Florida State
game, scoring 22 points
and grabbing eight rebounds. He moved into
eighth place into the
school's career-storing
list with 1,464 points.

(AP) - This time last
season, Louisville'IC
basketball Cardinals carried the congiderable
burden of being a defending national champion
wItha...mlserable 3-7

qtate Farm is there.
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Only Chicago fans believed T-shirts'predict Bengals will ---Bulls could capsize Celtics 'get physical' with San Diego

•
.•

1

6,

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
No one could have been very bullish on Chicago's
chances when the Boston Celtics led 65-48 in the
third quarter.
The Celtics, after all, are the defending National
sketball Association champions, while the
Chicago Bulls were struggling six games under the
.400 mark.
But Chicago outscored Boston 68-37 the rest of the
'way to register a 116-102 victory Wednesday night.
How did it happen?
In the second half, we got some easy biskete'
said Bulls Coach Jerry Sloan. "We moved the ball a
little better.. It was very gratifying to hang in
there. The guys showed a lot of determination."
In other games, Milwaukee tripped New Jersey
109-95, Philadelphia coasted to a 126-112 triumph
over Washington, Utah outscored San Antonio 130.115, Denver bombed San Diego 136-114 and Seattle
defeated Dallas 107-100.
Ricky Sobers was instrumental in the Bulls' comeback, scoring 13 of his 21 points in the fourth
quarter.
A bright spot for Boston was Nate Archibald, who
led the the team with 20 points and 13 assists. A
layup with 8:34 left in the second quarter put him
over.the 15,000-point mark for his career.
76ers 126, Bullets 112
Julius Erving led six Philadelphia players in double figures with 22 points as the 76ers took a big early lead against Washington and coasted to victory.
Philadelphia led 74-42 early in the third quarter
before Washington rallied to cut the margin to 115109 with three minutes left in the game. But Bobby
Jo'nes' field goal and foul shot ended the Bullets'
hopes.
Kevin Grevey led all scorers with 26 points for
Washington.

By JOE KAY.
Bucks 109, Nets 95
AP Sports Writer
Quinn Buckner scored 22 points and connected on
CINCINNATI (AP)
10 of 12 shots from the field to lead Milwaukee over
Cincinnati Bengals' fans
New Jersey.
are wearing orange 1The Nets kept the score close for most of the
shirts that say, "Let's
game and trailed by only five, 90-85, with nine
Get Physical," a
minutes to play. But Brian Winters scored seven
j-reference to one of the
points during a 17-4 Milwaukee spurt that sealed the 17
outcome.
strategies for stopping
Rookie Back Williams led the Nets with 18 paints -the high-powered San
-When the receivers
and 21 rebounds.
Diego Chargers' air atstarted going up for the
Nuggetai36,Clippers 114
.
. tack on StY/day.
ball, they'.d look around
Glen 'Gondrezick scored 13 of his seaso.i-high 23
The Bengals flexed or they wouldn't go up as
points in the third quarter when Denver exploded
their muscles and high," Williams said
for a club-record 51 points en route to victory over
delivered bone-rattling .Wednesday. "That was
San Diego.
blows in a 40-17 victory --true not only of San
The Nuggets connected on 19 of their 22 shots
over
San Diego la Diego, but of other teams,
they
when
period,
from the floor in the third
- November. If they toof,
outscored the Clippers 51-30.
couldn't stop the powerful -- The Ilene's' defense,
Denver had seven players in double figures, inChargers' passing game, which during consecutive
cluding Dan Issel with 24, while Tom Chambers led
they intended at least to 4-12 seasons was labeled
San Diego with 22.
interrupt the concentra- as a unit that got by more
Sonics 107, Mavericks 100
tion of San Diego's swift on brains more than on
Jack Sikma scored 12 of his game-high 25 points
in the fourth quarter, including 10 from the free
receivers.
brawn,came into the 1981
throw line, to lead Seattle over Dallas.
Bengals linebacker season looking to exert
Siluna was 7 for 8 from the foul line in the final
Reggie Williams thinks itself, Williams said. The
two minutes as the SuperSonics broke a 99-99 tie
the strategy worked players stuck to a fruitful
that
•
with an 8-1 spuft.
time around, and weight lifting and runnfirst
the
The victory was the 400th of Lenny Wilkens' pro
he looks for more hard ing program.
coaching career.
"Most of the defensive
hitting when the Bengals
Jazz 130,Spurs 115
Players prepared in 'the
at
Chargers
the
play
streak
losing
Utah easily broke a seven-game
Riverfront Stadium for off-season for the type of
although Adrian Dantley and Darrell Griffith bareAmerican Football season we wanted,"
the
George
stars
offensive
Antonio
ly outscored San
Williams said.
title.
Conference
Gervin and Mike Mitchell.
Dantley scored 31 points and Griffith 30 for the
Jazz, while Mitchell poured in 30 and Gervin 28 for
the Spurs.
San Antonio's 21 turnovers spelled the difference.

r

As a sign of their deter- ly every week. If you're
mination, the Bengals going to win, you've got to
started an award for the play aggressive," Coach
best tackle of the week. Forrest Gregg said. "I
Williams said that the don't think that game was
Bengals' defensive and different from any other.
"He (Fouts) gets rid of
special teams players
ball in a hurry. That
the
the
in
money
chip
prize
and the coaches deter- doesn't give you much
mine the recipient of the time to get there. He's got
short drop (into the
award.
Hitting was emphasiz- _pass pocket) and usually
ed in the first San Diego when he hits that passing
game, when Chargers Spot,the ball is gone."
Fouts said that the
quarterback Dan Fouts
completed 20 of 40 passes Chargers' offense failed
for 352 yards but was in- in the first game because
it turned the ball over five
tercepted twice.
times on _two intercep•___Irowinautiaaliminate
three fumbles in
some of that aecuracy tions and
territory.
that Fouts has," Williams San Diego
behind so far
got
"We
said. "Their receivers
played a lot of
they
and
have great concentration
(five defensive
when they're going up for nickel
Fouts said in a
backs),"
the ball. That's one area
interview
telephone
you want to deal in."
Wednesday. "We made a
Fouts is known for his lot of mistakes in that
quick release of the ball, game. We can't afford to
but the Cincinnati make the mistakes we did
defense sacked him six the first time. We can't
times in their Nov. 8 afford to turn the ball
game in San Diego.
over to the Bengals' of"I'd like to think our fense in the field position
defense plays aggressive- that we did."

Leg injury slows Dallas tackle

•-.•••.•
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Dutton's health worries Jones
Purse size dispute cOsrupts Latonia

op,

•
Flint has said that
crease purses by about
$400 a race, or a total of Latonia can afford to pay
horsemen larger purses
about $500,000 a year.
Track spokesman Pat because tax laws now
Lang said that although allow the track to keep
The number of horses .more of the money that is
entered for races later - wagered. But Latonia
this week had declined, -General Manager David
there still were enough _Vance has said that the
entries to allow the track mutuel handle is down
this year 'and that the
to operate.
However, some races _track cannot afford to inwill be run with six-horse -crease the pursetioney.
Races at Latonia are
fields, rather than the
run Tuesday through Friusuig 10 or 12 horses.
Races through Wednes- day nights. and on Satprdat- Thr wifich entriee--day and StaidaiP-aftlirtend the tryouts. Ea4,1,. wee...wade last Week,had noons. The current fourplayer trying out for
full fields. But starting.--month-long winter-spring
season extends from
league will be placed Ms Thursday, total
by about 50
entrisdop per- December through
team, Nute added.-- cent to 76 horses for the March. The track also
Calloray County's nine-race card, Lang has one month of racing
in September.
freshmen girls basketball said
team suffered defeat at
the Jilin& of the Henry
County (Tenn.) Lady
Patriots Wednesday, 2920.
The hometowners were
led by Lisa Hopper and
LEXINGTON, Ky. month to replace the fired
Amy Bryan with six
- Farrell Sheridan, Fran Curci as coach at
(AP)
points each and Wendy
Osmus and Terri an assistant football Kentucky. Claiborne's
coach under Jerry staff of eight assistants
Malcolm with four each.
Claiborne at Maryland, includes five who were
the
paced
Daina Crick
losers with seven re- has been named by with him at Maryland.
Sheridan joined
Claiborne to be an assisbounds.
at Maryland in
of
Claiborne
University
the
at
tant
At the half, CCHS trailand
coached
1979,
Kentucky.
ed by only three, 15-12.
linebackers and the
The selection -of Junior varsity team. The
Sheridan, a 32-year-old next season, be coached
native of Passaic, N.J., tight ends for a Maryland
who played defensive club that went to the
at Minnesota, com- Tangerine Bowl.
back
NC-Charlotte 74, S.IIIIssissappi 70
Claiborne has made
S.Carolina 76, George Mason 65
pletes the selection of
Tennessee 62, Mississippi 55
assistants by Claiborne, assignments of duties for
Virginia 87, Notre Dame 54
who was named last his new coaching staff.
Wake Forest IS, Johns Hopkins 43

dispute over purse sizes.
Edward Flint, whit- is
president of the Kentucky
division of the
Horsemen's Benevolent
and Protectine Association, Says that his
members would boycott
thoroughbreds...Are the entry box unless
withholding entries In a Latonia agreed to in-

FLORENCE, Ky.(AP)
- Latonia Race Course
officials say that there
are enough horses in the
barns to continue racing
. at the track, although
some'owners .of

1

Youth basketball
league tryouts set
Tryeetts for Calloway
County Youth Basketball
League will be Saturday,
Jan. 9,according to Mach
Chic Nute.
Schedules will include
the following:
Boys - fourth grade at
9 a.m., fifth and sixth
grades at 11 a.m., and
seventh and eighth
grades at 1 p.m., all at
Calloway County Middle
School.
Girls - fourth, fifth
•
and sixth grades at 10
a.m. and seventh and
eighth grades at 11 a.m.,
both at Calloway County
High School.
Nute said anyone interested in helping coach
the leagues was urged at-
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Claiborne's staff
at UK completed

FoREBOARD
Pro basketball
naSTIMW001,111,111C2
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18
Ptoladelphaa
Boston
New York
Washington
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DALLAS (AP) - No the run in Dallas COach
Dallas Cowboy has a Toni Landry's Flex
more vested interest in_ Defense.
---But their:iiii-definseJohn Dutton's health than
.
has bordered on the specEd "Too Tall" Jones.
Jones was named to _ tacular this year. Jones_
The Associated Press All-L has tipped two passes
Pro second team thir that have turned into inweek and one of the terceptions.
primary reasons was the*: - In last week's 38-0 NFC
Team doctors think
/up next to - divisional playoff victory
big guy lined
over Tampa Bay, Dutton Dutton will be able to
him.
"We've .got to have tipped a pass that play in the NFC title
John on Sunday against resulted in Jones' first game at San Francisco
San Francisco," Aaid National Football League Sunday with proper treatment during the week.
Jones. "He's been mak- interception.
Dutton, who was
Dutton showed. up at
ing my Aife'a-lol easier
bruised, started
severely
field
practice
the
this season."
Jones, who lines up at Wdn-e.s._day• with-A-- the nil/ game but only
left defensive end, and s-Innen right thigh which played la fel., downs
Dutton, the left defensive doctors believe was caw- before be had -to come
O broken blood
tackle, have a primary ed by.
Dutton_Wts been having
responsibility of stopping -- -vessel.--'- • --

—BREAKFAST SPECIAL!Egg, 1 Sausage,
Biscuit, and Gravy
FISH SPECIAL
$100
Get
U
Off Any ,
Fish Dinner

ra-aose

5:00 p.m.
Friday Only

r•

rir

753-4477
Murray, Ky.
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Mtn. 309 N. 16th
Sun-Wed 6-11. Thurs-Sat. 6-2
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Only 95c
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Enjoy a

—71

Visit in your
new home.

,/

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
guckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places
to Shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem 15r
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what,
my visit is all anent- and it's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
Katherine Outland 753-3079
Hostesses
Engeborg king(Asst.) 492-8341
Miry Banat*(Asst) 753-5570

„
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Csinsininller

On All Fall & Winter
Price
'''' •
,Coats

647
IS
531
15
467
HI
IS
tr4
19
25
194
15
!IPSHEXCIV
nr i88_170

Milwaukee
Indiana
Atlanta
Detroit
Chicago

,5 ,

7714.c

11

pet. GB
.711
1%
.742
.531
411 114
.375 13

his best year for theCowboys since he was
brought to Dallas three
-1-g--0- IT-11-111year2
Baltiniore for two high
draftclatees.
Jones has eight sackaftd--Duttothattgrr-pass railing isn't ,their
primary responsibility.
Also Jones, wdrking
close tandem-with---Dutton, has batted down 10
passes and Dutlion has
grounded five enemy
throws.
Should Dutton not be
able to play,ithe Cowboys'
will go with seldom used
Larry Bethea, a former
high draft choice who has
never bloomed like
Dallas thought he would

MI
II
14
II
14

I

Md.* Minn
W. 1.yet. Si
San Antonio
Denver
Houston
Utah
Kansas City
Dallas
'
a.

ta

..,-

Los Angeles
Seattle
Golden State
Phoenix
Portland
San Diego

.443
211 11
.435
149438
14 IS
355
11 20
34-4
II II
226
7 24
Pacific Division
24 `
20
II
18
11
1

1
11
13
13
13
23

750
.645
.581
.581
.$11

nib
•••

544
15%

tit

SOUTH
Alabama 71, Mississippi St 53
Alabama St. 71, Dillard 62
Citadel 70, Georgia St. 62
Clemson 62. Georgia Tech 57
Delta St 73. Simpion Coll 65
Duke $O, Rutgers 61
E.Carolina 61. William & Mary 58
Georgia 73. Honda 67
Jacksonville 67, Francis Marion 54
Kentucky 13, Auburn 71
Lou L4lana SI 80, Vanderbilt 73
Maine 81, VM1 71
McNeese St 76, Tex .San Antonio 64
N.Aleb.ma 54, W Georgia 73
N CP. dins 66, Al.,;•land 50

Is
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le

I
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The axe falls! Hundreds of imported accents,
gifts and furnishings must go as we race toward
inventory. Choices are incredible. Resist no
more, these values say give in!

1:7S1:77:!:•:;:-.7...777.

4Ii7.;:-. : ' •
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DOORS OPEN 10 A.M. SHARP. FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED. SALE LIMITED TO FLOOR
STOCKS ONLY

College
basketball

II

.•

Hundreds of selected Items
41
1,

41„
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Purses 20% off
Meit's Shirts $4"
M-F 10-6
Sat. 10-5

753-3753
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Barber makes headwciy with vsiig bank ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)
John Hanks, a barber
for 31 years, is describing
himself as a banker these
days, but his product isn't
cash. It's hair.
The Ashland resident is
in the early stages of
stocking a wig bank,from
which he will give wigs to
people who've lost their
own hair for such reasons

•

as accident, illness or
chemotherapy treatment
"People who want a
wig must have a doctor's
recommendation. This is
a bank for medical need
and not personal want,"
said Hanks.
Hanks said the wig
bank idea is sweeping wig
shops throughout the

southeastern part of the
country.
He is accepting wigs in
good, clean, wearable
condition, which he then
shampoos and reconditions, if necessary. He is
appealing to residents of
eastern Kentucky,
southern Ohio and
western West Virginia to
make donOinns

Aimaricas*Yrs

He said the service is :41er
1
1"
l:rd "
,
are em-f
arrasse
people d
bor
ILAS
because kapp Urerries
Gomelliders
hair.
their
they've lost
Groderell
Gilliranin

"People sometimes
withdraw when they lose
their hair. Other people
shun them in public. They
stare. And it is so important for so many to be
able to go out," he said.
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Jim
Mimi •
Nowa/I
Quaker Oats
're/MCC
S Tobacco
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NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE lEE Will NO'
BE UNDER SOLD

MU'

SPORTING GOODS
•

Selected Number Of

41Ik

Tennis
Shoes

Selected Number of

Boots

25

(Rainsuits Not Included)

4

:4
1
1
22
—

Obituaries

I

Will Murdock J. Thompson Pat Kirk dies
Tuesday at hospital
dies Tuesday; dies
Services for John
Pat Kirk, 45, Rt. 8, died
Frank Thompson will be today at 6:35 a.m. .at
rites Friday
Friday morning in the

Murray-Calloway County
Services for William S. chapel of Ross B. NorHospital.
(Will) Murdock, Lynn thrup Funeral Horne,
He is survived by his
Grove community, will 19091 Northville Road, widow, Dorothy be Friday a12 p.m. in the Northville, Mich.
•
Schroader Kirk; his
chapel of Max Charchill
Burial will follow ia..a mother, Ruby Kirk, Rt.8;
Funeral Home.
cemetery there.
five daughters, Patsy
Burial will follow in
Thompson, 73, Novi, Evans, Sfringfield,
died
Beech Grove Cemetery.---Rich.,
Tuesday at 9 Teon
Smith,
Friends may call froip -ALM.ln a Novi hospital.
K trim", and Ton y a,
7 to 9 p.m. tonight at
Survivors include his Sabrina and Mitzi Kirk,
funeral home.
widow, Rose Thompson; Rt. 8.
Murdock,92, died Tues- a daughter, Mrs. Al
Also surviving are four
day night at NHE Nuts- Wilson, Farmington; four sisters, Mattie Ross, St.
Mg Home, Paducah. His granddaughters, Karen Louis, Mo., Jane Collins,
wife, Ola Jones Murdock, Brown, Portland, Ore.,
Aurora, and Ruth Mills
died Feb. 15, 1978. fie was Sharon, Linda and Terri and Anette Smith, Rt. 8;
a member of Beech Wilson, all of__Far
two brothers, Tommy
Grove Cumberland ington.
Kirk, Illinois, and Dee
Presbyterian Church.
Kirk, Springfield, Tenn.;
Survivors include a
three grandchildren.
daughter, Maydelle Seay
Max Churchhl Funeral
Rockford, Ill.; two sons,
Home will be in charge of
Calvin Murdock, Cherarrangements.
ryville, N. C., and Max
Murdock, Plymouth,
Services for William B.
Mich.; nine grand- Milstead will be Friday at
children; three great- 2 p.m. at Hazel United
grandchildren.
Methodist Church, where
Services for Edward S.
he was a member.
III will be FriFerguson
The Rev. John Churday at 2 p.m. in the
officiate.
will
chwell
chapel of J. H. Churchill
Music will be by Church
with GarToni
Scruggs Funeral Home
Choir with
vin Doran and Robert
Leon D. Cathey,71, 1506 as organist.
glayshire, died today at
Pallbearers will be Bill Rodriguez officiating.
Active pallbearers will
a.m. at Murray- Forres, Randall PatterCalloway County son, Skeet Myers, Tom- be Gordon Moody, Paul
Luther Nance,
Hospital.
my Dan Story, Hoyt Mc- Grogan,
James Walker, Richard
A retired building con- Clure and Bud Myers.
Whited and Ronald
tractor, he was a member
Burial will follow in
of Memorial Baptist Hazel Cemetery with ar- Underwood.
Honorary pallbearers
Church and Murray rangements by Miller
Lodge No. 105 Free and Funeral Home where will be Leonard Vaughn,
R. L. Ward, Bill Boyd,
Accepted Masons.
'friends may call.
Billy
Green, Billy Ed-_
Born May 30, 1910,
Milstead, 86, Hazel,
monds and Sam Rodgers.
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.
James B. R a m se
f--+
Robert C. Raspbem
.
William E. Reamer
Carla Jane Rexroat, Gina
Wheeler Richardson, . . .
.
Clyde , Edward. Robert--- --------- ---ion, Jr., Robert W
,
Rudolph,
.
..
.
veneia vi. Sexton,
Vickie Ellis Shell, Jane S.
Sisk, Robert L. SrnAti,
Dorothy Sobieski, Dtad
Bryan Taylor, Carl Mein
Usrey, Diane Shudett
Villanova and Monty
....
, Carl
Wilson.
"•1
.
'• :-:

Glenn E. Garwood,

Seum in the November
general election
' s that
Wright claim
S e u m's c a m p a i g n
materials did not identify
who bad. -paid for them'as
is required by state law.
He also alleged that Seum
made or promised to
totalin' g 8350 to two Louisville
community organizafirms. aga.
_ I_ . 1 violation of

.

.

Calloway Circuit Courtfiry drawn!
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Names were drawn in
open court Jan. 4 for jury
statutory rape.
-Requiring judges to duty in Calloway County
consider prior criminal Circuit Court, according
records, nature of of- to Ann Wilson, Circuit
tenses and the apparent Court Clerk.: • _..._ .
Jurors have been sumprobability of conviction"
monsed to report for duty
in setting bond.
-Allowing the state 15 Monday,Feb. 1, at 9 a.m.,
peremptory challenges to Wilson said.
The list includes:
prospective jurors in
Howard B a z z e I I ,
capital cases, eight for
felonies and three for William Thomas Briggs,
misdemeanors. The Larry Lawrence Cherry,
defense now has this Bobby Gene Cochrum,
number, but the state is Jackie Delano Cooper,
limited to eight in capital Joe Frank Dalton, Harold
cases and six for felonies. Loyd Fones, Joe Thomas
-Create a crime of in- F'ne^- flare M. Eagle,
as
decent exposure for a .
male, punishable by 11 None-member
months and 29 days in the
FRANKFORT, Ky.
workhouse and by a
(AP) - A nine-member
prison term on the third committee of the House
P
conviction.
at Representatives will
Also on file are bills anbear a challenge filed to
nounced earlier by Rep....
- tbe election of,state Rep
'
Bill Co vi n g ton , D- —
Dan "Malona' Benns,. D- .
Nashville, to require jail Louisville
.
time for prostitutes and .
Se 's election from
T. Tommy
by Sen. ,...:_:::
.:=_.................2......,;:::38th District
Cutrer, D-Cottontown, to
tested by Dexter S.
.
make "Rocky Top" an ofWright, the Republican
ficial state song.
incumbent
+pleated by
-..---..-....__._
„

,.
when small businessmen have introduced bills to
are complaining that high make it harder on
interest rates make it dif- criminals. Rep. 8Imer
ficult for them to borrow Disspayne, D-Nashville,
- and repay - money a former U.S. marshal,
needed to stay afloat. It would require a
would authorize the TIDA minimum jail sentence of
to guarantee repayment five years for burglary
of up to 50 percent of a and Sen. Lowell Thomas,
loan's balance or D-Jackson, a former
$100,000, whichever is Madison County sheriff,
less.
proposes to tell juries
Ineligible for loan about previous crimes
guarantees would be non---committed by a defenprofit corporations,- --dam _ after he is connewspaper publishers, - victed but„before the jury
broadcasters "or any _ sets
. sentence.
other enterprise ... able to
I nfor m a tio n 0n
influence public opinion,"-Previous crimes generallenders or investors, pro- ly is barred from trials,
Disspayne proposed his
f essiona I gamblers,
anyone involved in volun- burglary bill two years
tary--or---involuntary ago, but the Legislae
tIlr
bankruptcy proceedings c u t t h e m i n etn u m
and anyone wanting to sentence to three years.
speculate on property.
Sen. Cubit Person, REligible businesses Memphis, has proposed
would have to be in bills to make it tougher on
dependently owned, have criminals by:
fewer than 100 employees
-Denying bond to
or annual gross receipts those arrested for a
of less than 81 million.
variety of sex offenses,
Two former lawmen ranging from incest to

- -
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Several bills await 1982 legislature
NASHVILLE, Thin.
.
i AP) - Bills to ease the
, pain of everything from
insect bites to high interest rates will face the
1982 Legislature when it
returns Jan. 18.
Many of the bills filed
---7,-, - - since the 1981 Legislature
adjourned would toughen
.,
laws, by sending.,
.7criminal
..
•
criminals to prison
longer, making it harder
for them to gain parole or
making it tougher to get
_
free on bond.
Sen. Carl Moore, DBristol, filed the insect
bite bill, to require traintag for paramedics to incluck administering an
-- - - —
tidotes to persons suffering severe reactions from
•
such bites.
:
Rep. John Tanner, D.
Union City, proposes to
-- - - - -let the Tennessee In
dustrial Development
Authority use state funds
loans to
to A.,....,.:...,s,
guarantee
...
small businessmen hit by
high interest rates.
The bill comes at a time
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a,
Regu!aaorses Of aspirin may reduce
heart attacks,strokes, researchers
$55,387 to $59,500. The
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. agreed not to leave TVA.
t AP - The, Tennessee
But after intense con- salaries of TVA directors
Valley Authority's top gressional and public rea- David Freeman and
managers will get $5,500 . tion, the board dropped Richard Freeman rose
pay raises and its 16 the plan before it took ef- from 852,750 to $58,500.
TVA's 1933 charter
physicians will receive fect.
9.1 percent increases, the
In Wednesday's action, says no agency employee
federal utility's board has General Manager Bill can earn more than the
decided.
Willis' pay was raised to directors and chairman.
In other action:
The raises were ap- $58,250. Other managers'
-The board approved
proved Wednesday in a annual salaries now
public meeting of the range from $57,500 to creation of a $390,000
trust fund to develop
three-member board, $58,000.
In a meeting at TVA's historical projects involvwhich also heard callsjo
turn an unfinished TIA Knoxville headquarters, ing Cherokee Indians who
nuclear power plant idto the board also approved , ce lived in the valley
a center for alternative raises for TVA's 16 physi- now flooded by TVA's
energy production.
cians, who will earn bet- Tellico Lake.
The trust fund money
of
advantage
taking
By
ween $49,000 and $50,000.
a new federal pay ceiling, Retirees were given a comes from a congresthe directors were able to 5.35 percent cost-of-living sional appropriation for
,- Tellico Dam, and was inratify. pay boosts for 69 of increase.
The raises were the tended for that use, Willis
TVA's top executives
whose salaries were first many TVA ex- said.
-Directors were urged
already $52,000 or higher. ecutives have received
Three months earlier, since 1977, Management by a bearded man dressthe board had undertaken Services Manager ed in a gold Santa Claus
suit and calling himself
another plan to give the Charles Bonine said.
The new federal pay "Solar Clause," to conexecutives raises in the
form of bonuses of up to cap means TVA Chair- vert the unfinished Hart$36,000 a year for three man Charles Dean's an- sville nuclear plant in
years if the managers nual salary rose from Middle Tennessee to a

-T.-

•

I. Legal Notice

WASHINGTON (AP - reduces the risk of clots
Regular doses of aspirin can be beneficial, she
may help people live said.
longer by reducing the'
__But proper doses have
chance of heart attacks- not yet been determined.
and strokes, a researcher. Ms. Ramey suggests that
says.
men take one aspirin a
Studies show that day and women take
aspirin slows blood clot- half aspirin every other
ting, according to Estelle
day.
Barney, a professor of
"It's an innocuous
physiology and
biophysics at Georgetown preparation for most peoUniversity. Because ple, provided they take it
• -heart attacks and strokes- with'plenty of fluid," she
ofteh are caused by clots told reporters at the an-.---b-toc kin g vein s---or nual meeting-of the
arteries, aspirin, which American Association for

,
44.

Save On Racks & Stacks
Of Goodyear Tires Now Thro Jan. 23,4982

HIM
721 No. 12th St.

The Origina
All Season
Radial
P21575115
Mute Wei

Pies 2.62
F.E.T.
No Trade Moiled

Mother Goose
Night
Day Core
Grand Opening Special
Fridey & Saturday
Night January 8 and
9. 51.00 an hour per
child 753-0191 Or
492-8908. 201 N.
1601Street.

ECONOMY TIRE
S. SERVICE

See
Ow San
rya

LEO'S GRAND
OPENING,
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

letk
203 Main Street
Murray, Ky.
753-11500

a

SALE

Zr

4-Ply Polyester
W/W "Mee"
•
" •

Join thejight...
Against Cancer by helping the
McDowell C-1111COT Foundation Wee
funds to build • cancer center for
Kenna:Ware
Reaching our goal oil $19 million
depends on the generosity of people
Ike you
Please send coredbutione to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION, 915 South Limestone. Lea.
on. Kentucky 40536.
All donations WI he
Or
Mrs Lucille Markey of CAPON
Farm
.$"'•
II
MEM

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

GOLD-8.
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

nil

-loch $50.00

/CALLED TO THE)
PRINCIPAL'S
YES,
M.A'AMJ OFFICE, EH
MARCIE? °

Vies ladle
Origisete Egeipeent

SALE
Soberisamte
Polyester Seer
C71-13 13/11

ttS
4

00 Irane

impwil

4b.94,11111111

2 9%1
NS140

„iv

11118144serinriontoneeno

4

LOOK./ GARGE
FELL ASLEEP

LET'S
MAKE
A
SWITC:j)

OF BEER

rovi 0

13

SERVICE!

+.

;17ar
Rg. $35
25
$

p.

NEVER wikvs

Reg.'18

AFT/ere No. 1

w

p.
ENOUGH TIME TO DO
MY IHCYVEYVCRK

coupon

coupon

4/
4roki:
1

I/

rqd

uktlil
t
P

_

$
I.

GIVES 1-41M
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
WHEN HE WAXES
LJP

rea

z

SAVE 25%
AUTO
WINTERIZING

SAVE 25%

UPSTAIRS

.44-0
Am50

no trade needed

SAVE 25%

-.641..111
era.,SM. C.(Pe-

I HOPE THEY
WON'T COME

THEY MIGHT
EVEN LAND
TONIGHT AND
BREAK INTO
OUR HOUSE

Olsten Wide
Treed Polyglots
Outlined White

E60-14
Letter
-Nii132.57 F.E.T.

atottaii

‘sti .

SALE

$3262473-14

YOU SHOULD HAVE SLEPT
MORE IN CLASS,MARCIE,.
YOU GET IN LESS
TROUBLE THAT WAY!
416.

416
14,

$5730
GR73-15 W/W
-101.442731-M.T.

Plus $1.71 I.I.T.

,
fit
WHAT DID YOU DO?CAON, I DIDN'T DO ANYTHING!
I'M It-INOCENT!
YOU CAN TELL ME...

!r*
P

no t.ade needed

PIN stset.t.T.

*71-

Part or full time previous party plan demonstrators. Company
expanding in this area
needs one manager and
2 demonstrators. No
packing, sacking, delivering or returning to
collect. No investment.
Call Betty,-901-351-1114.

--111111111111-

NOLPING A CAN

••

perNeed responsib
Son to pick up kindergarten child and do
house work afternoons.
Call 753-3735 after 5p.m.

•

woe
ACROSS
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
2 Guessing
1 Feel sore
games
5 Haggard
UM DOM MUM
3 Witch
heroine
OM OMU CUM
4 And: Let
8 Dad
OUU MUM:MEOW
5 Steeple
12 784k idly
Olympic Plaza
UMUU MEC
6 Detest
13 Equality
WO UOU MUD
7 Before
14K Gold chains 16" 14 Nobleman
8 Hebrew letter MU UM MUM
15 Scold
$12.95
DU UM DOU OU
9 Swiss river
18 Bishop's
THE APPLE TREE
14 II Gold Chains IS'
10 ironing
headdress
MUM MO UM
SC1400L provides
in
11
addition
18 Legal
COM UOM OD
-quality child care--ant' -OM
meal
Army
18
matters
DOM UODOO
educational programs
Floating Hearts $2.115 19 Teutonic
17 Disturbance
MUUMUU:7 LIEU
for ages 1 and older.
20 Small
deity
Gift
Gold
Free
MOU-MUU UUU
Openings -for a- lim•ted amount -- WUM MOO UM
Pur- 20 Sknple
number of children are- 22 French artkde
-21 Negative
now available:
chase.
2$ Ceremonies
walla
Stadium View- DT. 75345 Tonle -tat -26 Fall behind
area
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Open
9356
27 Plays the
48 See even
24 Get up
38 Blaze
753-7113
lead
48 Number
28 Gam earth
37 Santa • 28 Prepares for 28 Big bird
50 Hostelry
39 Near
29 Brick carrier 40 Wrtchful
51 Evergreen
print
self
The
31
53 Cerium
Turban
Agreement
29
41
Mu or
33 Lard
symbol
30 Cravat
42 Aroma
Illootits Buts
34 German
32 Apportion
44 Poker stake 54 Note scale
NOTICE
33 Weather
,10 to ,40 Off.
9 10 11
1 2 3 4
word
Ou Gasp
34 Warbled
14
13
12
ksksiluts
35 Employ
Eimer SbalerLis •
Is
15
36 Craze
37 Freight
employed with Stolle
21
19
Om Wire
38 Seasoning
Auto Repair. He in40 So sorry
wall Merckaadise
vites his friends sad
41 italian river
/
1 3 Price
43 Bye
customers to
former
44 Winglike
Belts, Straw Hats, skirts,
come by and see bias
45 Exist
cuts ail lusliags.
47 Fuss
or call at 489-2551.
Vernon's
49 Underground
worker
Western Store _51 Not against
Olympic Plan
Close
52
753-7113'
attention
Woody plant
65
9-9 Daily
Watch
woman's
Found
50 Seine
571ffitates
parking
lot
at Wal Mart
1-6 Seaday
in Central Shopping
DOWN
•---Center. 753 0211.
1 TeenTkpeeil

SALE

no trade ne•c•Pd

•

Good money parttime.
Sell handbags and ac
: cessories. Call 501 472We
. 0062 after 4p.m
/train.
--Management Trainee.
-Ambitious person to
develop as manager.
$17,000. to $25,000. first
year. Retirement plan,
profit sharing, full
medical benefits. Call
Manpower Services.
753-0977 for interview.

NM Old Perko:
$12-521. Sekler 1 cher,
$4.10. Size dews nag
$6.00. Wirral dome while
ye. retch sod wait.
Airstream 33% lee/ crystal
fir joweltralicer. Net Fancy, mat 'simonise. Located
la Camay Realty (raw)
414 N. 12t1 753-1511.
Neer, 11-S Tess.-Set.; la
awl Oaf Sem. Ilea.

ME

Peeler Shea

••AiellegrAcc

6. Help Wanted

GOLD-SILVERGEMS

/

nights a week- Part- .
time $100. Full-time
$150. minimum. For
interview send phone
number to P. 0. Box
252, Murray, Ky.
Part time Physical
therapist. Licensed in
state of Kentucky.
Pediatric experience
desirable. Call or write:
Larry Knight
Executive Director J.U. K evil"
Center S. 10th St.
Mayfield, Ky. 42064
247 5396.
Stewardesses (18-35)
for Corp Jet. Free
training. Call Diana at
(219) 315-1000 now or"
write: Jetstar, Box
2000, ..Roselawn, In.
46372.
Teacher needs babysitter for 4 year old. Must
have own transporta
tion, references re
quired. Call 753-9571
after 4p.m.
URGENTLY NEED
DEPENDABLE PER
SON who can work
without supervision for
Texas oil company in
Murray area. We train
Write T. S. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth; Tx. 76101.

Reward leading to re
covery of decoys and
equipment at Patterson
Landing. 753 8744.

•

4,6reinCtrati....
12111"

••

153 $291

300

Part time situation
helping with tales. -Ideal
for mother 3 days or 3

•

Murray

753-0595

SAVE ON TIEMPO

.;

Studio

•

5, Lostand Found

Tire & Service Specials._

••• "

Carter

t,

.
the Advancement of ference.
Science. "It can help but
This inherent ad-t
it can't hurt."
vantage is one ream*
Ms. Ramey suggests a why women, onthe
lower dose for women average, live to be
because they are less nine years longer than likely to develop life- men.
threatening blood, clots
"There has been shockthan men.
ingly little research done
While both sexes pro- about why the differences
duce hormones that slow exist, and whether._
blood clotting and others without doing anything to
-that speed it, women pro- masculinity, you can
duce less of the clot- translate some of pm-promoting hormones female's strength to- thethan men, she explained male to keep him alive
at Wednesday's con- longer," Ms. Ra/ney said.

INTINISWAY

Photography

2. Notice

TVA board approves raises

Cnila s new pet, little
puppy Part Collie, real
Lost off
fuzzy, 6 7lbs
area
Wiswell Rd
Please call 753 7)19

Weddin

As of January 6, 1982, I,
Ronnie Baker will no
longer be responsible
for any debts Other than
my own. Ronnie Baker.

center for alternative
.
energy production.
"The same crews that
work on cooling towers
can work on windmills,"
said the man, who later
identified himself as
Noah Levia, 39, of
Nashville.
Jeannine Honicker,
another Nashville antinuclear activist, said the
Hartsville plant should be
used to convert grain into
fuel alcohol. But Director
S. David Freeman said
technology isn't advanced enough yet to make
that practical on such a
large scale.
Construction of two of
the four reactors at Hartsville was stopped in May
1979 because forecasts
showed less electricity
would been needed in the
region than earlier
thought.
Work on the other two
reactors was slowed last
August for the same
reason.

6. Help Wanted

5. Lost and Found

MAYBE IF YOU
PLANNED YOUR
SCHEDULE
BETTER...?

TM_A-IAT COULD BE BETTER
THAN 'THIS ?!
Pt

I.
•••
•••-•
CC •

In Service

Rudolph's
wee

Promise

N

oVie Do Professional Work
*We Do Only The Work You Authorize
*We Return Worn-nut Parts
*We give Written Warranty Wit
All Work Performed

MR. WALKER )(
WHAT HAPPENS
TO ME Z
•
Ab.
•

cg4•^Z‘1.
,

'-7

15 SHE PART OF , PC„SHE IS
11-05 DRUG RACKET C INNOCEN7„,
LIKE A
CsAuGHTER
as. Alb
TO ME.

HIS NORD
rvi_t_ TAKE
IT. GO, TALA.
FOR
STAY AWAY FROM
PLACES LIKE

Go? I

WANT TO
GO WITH
PAR. WALKER..
.41

a
••••••••
••.'in•--

p;

/4
'

GOODAEAR

Open Daily
t

8-5

1

•

FOR TNE GHOST WHO WALKS,

r

I.
118

!sat

dILIWWWL'IWItt...ipssirdapperes
-•

•
•

COLORED PRINT
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9. Situation Wanted

11111-.S. Iliurs.L.Oassuar) 7. 19112

32. Apts. For Rent

24. Miscellaneous

22. Musical

Mother of 2 age 30 Peavey Sound System,
desires to keep babies 10 channel board, 2
or small children part speakers with stands.
time or full time. day or 153 5279 after 5:00.
night. 7g3 4506
Will do babysitting,
sitting with elderly
Spinet-Consele
people, and also house
Piano
cleaning. Available any
hours. 435 1102.
Muted Itespeasible party
Will do entry level
over I.. moothly
bookkeeping. Ex,pates ea spinet pia.
perlenced, references
Com he sese locally. Write
furnished. Call 753-4575
credit woomper. P.O. Cu
after 5p.m.
537 Shelbyville, lad 46171
Will do house cleaning
evenings and weekends. Have references.
Call 431 4975.

RI Business Opportunity

_WANTED

Open your own retail
apparel shop. Offer the
latest in jeans, denims
and sportswear. $14,850!
includes inventory, fixtures, etc. Complete
Store! Open in as little
as 2 weeks anywhere in
U.S.A. (Also infants and
children's shop.) Call
1-800-814-4780. Ask for
EXT.31.

party to
take op payments on

like new piano.

5.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE
Wonted: ResponsRslo
party to take over
piano. Con be seen
locally. Write Mr.
Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois
62231.

Furnished apartments
Kero Sun Heaters
mobile home. Start
or
Omni 15 11241.99,
at $85 plus $50.
ing
Moonlighter $154.99.
deposit. 15.3 653/.
Radiant I $111-7.97,
Radiant 10 $209.99, Nice furnished 1 bedRaidiant. 36 $212.99 room apartment. InOmni 85 $21899, Omni quire at 100S. 13th St.
105 $247.99. The Direc- One bedroom, fur
tor $254.99. Welkin nished, electric heat
Hardware Paris.
Call 753 6045 or 753 1579
ak and hickory One or 2 bedroom
irewood for saio.120. a apartments for rent at
rick delivered. Call Embassy Apts. Call
437-4731.
153 3530 or 753 4331.
Oak chiffarobe $75., Two bedroom duplex
sunlamp $30., Selpac apartment. 1214 Peggy
Buoyancy compensator Ann, Murray. 492 8225.
with power inflator, CO2
Two bedroom duplex
inflator, dump vale
Central heat and air.
pouch $75., Air Hockey
:Outlets f or
game W.436-2410.
washerdryer. No pets.
- SEASONED $195. month. 753-9141.
FIREWOOD. Mixed
One bedroom furnished
hardWoOes 18''-24''
Partial
apartment
available. $27.50 a rick
paid. No pets.
utilities
delivered. Call John
$140. month. 753-9741.
Boyer at 753 8536
Two bedroom duplex
.semi -furnished. Now
26. TV-Radio
available. Panorama
In Television Vi+cleo Shores. 1175. month plus
game. New. $200. 492- utilities. Students con8574.
sidered. 436-2755.
Two bedroom
townhouse furnished.
Located 1 block from
campus. Carpeted,
washer-dryer hook-ups.
Call 753-0919. If no
answer call toll free
25" color $39.95
1-800-292-3574 before
19" color, 13" col3p.m. Ask for William
Dolack.
or, 19" B/W

34. Houses for Rent

311E 311E" 311E 31In
13. Real Estate

Three bedroom, and /half bath house $250 or
house with 20 acre-S $295 Approximately
and t half mites ou
641S. Call 753 1499 after '
7p.m
Three bedroom house.
Stove, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, dishwasher and garbage
disposal. $100. deposit,
$235. month. References
required. Call 1535094.
Three bedroom Almo
Heights. $275. Phone
753 8411
Two bedroom house.
Gas heat. 509 Vine St..__
Phone 362-8063.
Two bedroom brick Mr
re decorated
throughout. (flinty,
garden area, large
yard, New ProvidenCe
community. Deposit
References. Call 4928594.

Purdom &
Insurance g
Reel Estate

Southside Court Sq..
Wormy, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout
Realty
Offis. Cesst to Cast
(Myers from Everywhere
gable Service $ince 1
1112 Coldwater Ind
Reatedry 42171
(502)153-0116
Anytime
101 L. image
linker
Licensed

15. Farms for Rent
33 acre farm -country
home. 3 bedrooms, 7
buildings. $300 a month.
A month advance rent. 3
references. 753-5281
after Apm.

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner

must sell. He's
been transferred
LARGE
from Murray to
Gymnastics Classes
Omaha. He's leavMurray Gymnastic
SELECTION
37. Livestock-Supplies
Center. 753-0129.
ing behind an
USED TV's
Feeder pigs, 60 bushel
assumable loan.
hog feeder. 489-2858
12. Insurance
Poor guy! 7.We've
after 5p.m.
‘got every con38. Pets-Supplies
fidence this home
will sell within the
Insurance.
AK
C
German
Shepard
PIANO
Rent
33.
Rooms
for
CLAYTONS
month.
Three
28
puppies.
champions
FOR SALE Private furnished room in 5 generations. Also
bedrooms with
753-7575
Is your hospitalization
Wanted: Responsible arty
for men students one guard dogs. Call 502-554
delightful decor,
to lissom i.s.O mentIoly
half block off campus. 2153.
insurance too high?
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
beamed ceiling
payments ea spioaticassolo
Private
entrance,kitWont better
AKC Registered Cocker
piano. Cam be seem locally.
greatroom,
pracchen,
air
condition,
1973 Jefferson 12170.
Spaniel puppies. Call
coverage? Call Tony
Write: (hided. phone
tical utility and
Central air, u n - utilities furnished. $410 527-8383.
ramsee.) Credit tetesegee,
Montgomery
753 furnished. $4950. Pone -per. semester, 1626 Dachshund puppies. 11
fenced yard proP.O. lox 521, Bedieseyer,
Hamilton. Call 7N3-1342
7773. Bennett 8
753-7521 after 4p.m.
home for
weeks old. 2 females, •vides
IL 62219
or
753-8572.
Associates
_ 1974 Country Squire
Murray,
black. $45. No papers.
family.
Dial
your
trailer. 52x12, all elec- Rooms for rest*. One 474-2325.
Kentucky Group rote
753-1492 now.
block from university.
tric,
kitchen,furnished*
.
23. Exterminating
Dog Obedience Classes.
for formers
Call 753-6933 or 753-1112.
HALFWAY TO
14000. Call 527-0962.
Start Jan. 11. Register
Sleeping
HEAVEN
room
Private now. 2 month to
Mobile home 1975 14x70.
adult.
3 bedroom, electric. entrance, laundry Professional trainer.
or maybe even
room, refrigerator.
753-6815.
closer
436•2858.
-Zimmerman Apts. S.
14. Want to Buy
Row cropping,
It Mobile Home Rentals 16th 7536609,.# Real Estate
livestock or a comUsed boats, motors, and
House trailer 55x12, 2 14. Houses ft* Rent
trailers. Complete or
bination of both bedroom,
clean,
near
separate. Up to $3000.
tobacco
barn,
Available immediately,
Murray,
489gas.
Call
Kelley's Termite 2118.
price range. Call 753well insulated 5 room,
milkhouse, far3672.
decorated house near
& Pest Control Trailer for rent. See reMurray.
rowing house, year
Want to buy junk cars
94 East.
Brandon
Dill
at
Dill's
round spring-fed
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.
Couple. No pets.
Phone 753-3914
Trailer Court.
HOORN FOR MEG
creek runs through
SI50. References. De
We buy standing timber
Two bedroom furnished posit. 753 7551.
Of all types. Highest
the property into a
mobile home in Hardin.
For Sale
prices are paid. Call 24. Miscellaneous
Beautiful home 5 miles
water shed
30-acre
$25 a week. Call 527
Edmonson Logging at 1981 Zenith Video Re
east of Murray 4 bed42 Acres
-lake. Oh yes,
235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz, corder with 5 tapes. Call 7516.
room , 3 bath, den,
Near Kentucky
ladies, there is a
Two bedroom _trailer, tui
Ky.
central eahte alp u m
and
pq aRier,
753-0727.
Lake in the Ledbet10x42,
four bedroom
natural
gas,
furWhite faced hereford 200gal. Home Heating
nished, near university.
ter Church combrick home
calves, winged. Under oil (kerosene)
Phone -Available Jan. 9. Phone decoratesl. Before 2p.m.
753-0858,
m unity is this
after
250Ibs. 753-8539.
4:30p.m.
pampered by its
153-3859.
753 3895 after 5:00.
753-8943.
choice parcel of
What
owners.
AAA
CUSTOM
MADE
15. Articles for Sale
ITT
I0 bedroom, carwooded acreage.
more could you
CABINETS, bookcases, peted, new furniture, Beautiful 3 bedroom all
electric home. Carport,. Owner financing
Roll bar for pickup music centers, etc.
ask? How 'about
central gas-heat. See at utility :room.. all .the
truck. 535. Call 4744046 Reasonable. 436-2566.
available --Very atShady Oaks. 753-5209. .
financing you say?
extras.
Unfurnished.'after 6p.m.
Baby items, Bobby Mat Two bed roOm . $160.
_conveniently located tractive 'terms.
We have that also
Seven piece chrome car seat, bath tub, high
Brandi's Trailer Court. acrOSS from
Phone 753-1222,
on this 293 acre
dinette set $40., 9in:-chair, portable crib,
Phone 753-84)1.
-per month
hospital.$275
rent.
Kopperud Realty
black and white t.v., layette. Call 489-2541.
country estate.
1200. deposit. No pets.
ACDC can be used tn-Firewood. Orderfor directions and
Dild 753-1492 for
now•
753-9824.
,
-ten
Unless-Rentals
car or truck $70., -117t- and burn seasoned
all other details.
-wood
your personal
Five year old 3 bedroom
Chevrolet 4 door Impala this winter.
436-2758.
For Sale
brochure on this
house. Carpeted, large
$100. No checks. 43.5
_Mini
Firewood. Seasoned or
kikhen,--iftsulated-, -1•711Large
estate. After hours
2850.
unseasoned. $25. rick
ter furnished: Near
Warehouse
Commercial
dial 436-2166
deliverect-Cett---436-17
16. Home Furnishings
Aurora. S195. PRA deBuilding
Sforage Space
after 5pm.
posit. 442-3877.
Antique Chippendale
8000 square foot
For Rent
One bedroom house
sofa. Good condition. Small super market in
concrete block
partly furnished.
excellent condition in
Call 753-5093 after 5p.m
753-4758
Lakeway Shores. Call
building in like new
Mayfield Ky. 502 247753-6123.
1461 or 247-5961 after
condition. Central
LORETTA INS,114011150
7:30 pm.
32. Apts. For Rent
One bedroom un
19. Farm Equipment
heat and air,
1200Sword,
furnished house in ColWarm Morning gas
loading
dock,
front
Extra large furnished 2 dwater. Single or
1977 990 Case tractor
Murray, Kentucky 42071
heating stove. 1 year
bedroom upstairs couple. $60. per month
(502)753-1492
with breaking plow.
display - showroom
old. Call 753-0727.
apartment. Water fur382-2327.
area, offices, and
Wood for Sale $25 a nished, central gas heat plus MO. deposit. ReM.F. 246 quick attach
large warehouse
rick. Call, 489•2101 or and elf-. Couple ferences. No pets. 4192267.
4893231.
area Phone 753preferred.
4185_61.1
_pets_
than 2 years Old. Like
44.LotterSale--_
"Three bearlienF-110US*7-- 1222,
753-1203.
Kopperud
new. Call 4314377 after Forty bar joint, 30ft
$175.
or
2_
bedroom
Approximately 44 acres
long.
Heavy.
duty.
Call
Extra nice 2 bedroom, irailer $125. Call 15.1,
5p.m.
Realty for all
753-5181. On corner of Pehey'road
unfurnished duplex in 5750.
A
details.
and Spring Creek
Westwood Subd
With
Church road. Cali 489
fireplace, patio, stove, Three bedroom house in

11. Instruction

PASCHALL'S 1982 any. refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal and
SHOW& SALE
.washerdryer hook-up.
$265. month plus deposit. 759-1930_ or

See all the new styles and colors_
Starting January 16th
121t. 11-1.6 Ibilorkni Sing
15 ft. & 12 ft. bilettaci hued

305-792-5565.

$3.95 Sq. Yl.
$3.00 St Yd.

Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex with all appliances furnished in
Northwood. No pets.
753 0814.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 753
4109 or 436-2844.

SNOW SPECIALS L PROMOTIONAL GOODS...
Me back 9 rolls, mind colors
$45 Sq. Yd.
11 IL Kilda priatad carpet
$3.15 Si. Yd.
lift. fat blieriadt Sbag, 1114a
$4.5
111t. kart plod shad$1.95 to 5.95 Sq. fil.
12 ft. Nun Ili-La lig
$6 5 So. Yd.

W'Feshi

%-

Amis.

FOR
RENT
11
/
2 story only
$165, Ashley
wood heating unit.
2 acres land.
Lakeway Shores. 2
level house, 3
BR., fireplace and

Two 1 bedroom apart
ments partially fur
nished. Call 753-2438.
Two bedroom apart
ment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer

St117411.

Fru Dims And Coffee
_free itemilrej For 1 2:12 Carpet
te be held Moist
sub soitey-lit illoseent

city. Lease and deposit..
required. Call 759 1503 if,.
interested.
Three bedroom brick
house at 5)6 S. 13th St.
Jan. 15th. Call Aubrey
Adams 753-6388.

_Wood stove.

far_ _4 _hookup,

Paschall 8:Son Carpet
I ohs mink et Mersey se 641
PM.(512)4944963

air,_carpot. No
gets. One year lease and

-

ptilL
-apt.,1 rooms
bath. 2 blocks
East of MSU.
$150. Apt. with 3
rooms and bath.
Newly decorated.

$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Three bedroom duplex
near university. Call
753-6114 after 6p.m.

K&
Fish Market

153-We
•
MAU (SIAM
PRovi PTV ma,NAGIMP.T

We accept food stamps 474-2701-1

PY AVAILABLE

KOPPER ID
1531222'
mm MM.
-

Commercial
Building For
Rent
Commercia 1
building at corner
Sycamore
4th
Streets for
rent.Ideal for office
use or any retail
business. Phone
Kopperud Realty
for all the details.
55 Acres

0F"Sle-aa---1 acreagetract at the
edge of Murray,
with 35 acres within
Murray city limits.
Crop lar.%2timber
and rc $Pg pasture.
A unique parcel of
land with a variety
of potential uses.
Phone Kopperup
Realty 753-1222 for
more information.

225 L.P. Milks St. (Across Ira Coamaity Ceator)

Fresh Catfish-46
!

49. Used Cars

1981 Datum 310 I.ke
Asphalt driveways and
new, 753 7853.
parking lots sealed by
GOVERNMENT SUP
For free
Sears
PLUS CARS AND
estimates WI 7512310.
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE through Automobile machan;c
local sales, under $300. will do work on auto
Call 1 714 569 0241 for matic and all gasoline
Your directory on how to -erigined trucks All work
Open 24
purchase
guaranteed. Call 437
hours.
45.46.
1976 Grand Prix, Ex
Concrete block and
cellent condition. 759
brick work
20 years
9702 after 3p.m.
experience. Free es
timates. Call 753 5476.
FOR SALE
IA.
& sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 1310
1981 Cams Oillsmaille
Same Coupe. Oa* miser,'- for free estimate for
your needs.,
1,111 milu.
For your lime Mauling
and lime spreading,
19111 Ponta Growl Priv
white rock, gravel,
11,11111 ass, see 'user,
Sand, coal haulir,g
Call 753 4545 or see Roger
198i OWs Csiffess 5,5441
Hudson. Located 10
wiles.
miles east on Hwy 94.
PURDOMS
Furniture Stripping and
Oldsmobile,
Repair. Call 753 7499.
Poeta, Canes'
General hauling. Lime,
1416W. Ma
white rock, rip rap,
753-5315
morter, sand, lumber,
ties and machinery.
Call 153-6626 after 6pm.
50. Used Trucks
Guttering by Sears
1968 International Sears continuous gut
pickup. Good condition. ters installed for your
Must sell. 753-9702 or specifications
Ca)!
753-1236.
Sears 753 2310 for free
1914 GMC Sprint. Ex- estimate.
cellent condition 51395. K
K STUMP REMO
1803 College Farm VAL. Do you need stumps
Road.
removed from your yard
1976 Ford Van cam
or land clRared of
pletely customized. stumps? We can re
Built in 8-track,cassette move stumps up to 24
and CB. Has captains inches below the
chairs, built in ground, leaving only
cabinets,bink,
sawdust and chips Call
and ice box. Eating for free estimates. Bob
table and couch that Kemp 435 4'343 , or Bob
makes into a bed. Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Luggage rack and lad- Need work on your
der. Power steering,
Topping, prun
power brakes, and air. ing, shaping,
-complete
Mag wheels and new removal and more. Call
white letter radial tires. ROVER'S TREE
753-8076.
SERVICE__tor Pro1980 CJ5 ,Leep, 4 cylin- fessional tree care.
der, 4 speed, _,.!$,000 7-53-8536.
'
miles, canvas 'top. Professio- nal
527-0962.
$55001 Call
paperhanging, painting,
1980 Jeep CJ -7. 4 cylin- farm buildings, top,
der, 4-speed, power sides, commercial or
steering, hardtop, rear residential. Call
seat, 19,000 miles. $6500. Trernion -Farris.
489-2689,
759-1987.

Nearing -completion.
New 3 bedroom home on
Oakhill Drive. Priced in
30's. Call 753-3903.
One unit of duplex near
university. $17,500. Resellable,. rental or re.
tirement property. 7532649, 759-1074.
Retire near lake at Pine
Bluff Shores. Lead
simple life under
$20,000. 753-26/9, 7591014.

47. Motorcycles
1980 Yamaha Tri•moto
125 Call 753 0483.

48. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal,
Volkswagon, Datsun,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy
Luv, Capri Toyota,
Honda. Call /72-2325.

49. Used Cars
1971 Volvo. 2 door,
cylinder, air condition. 759-4645.
1923 Buick Station Wagon. 1550, 759-1465.
1973 Thunderbird. Rebuilt engine, fully
loaded, mag wheels.
$950. Call 759-1465.
1974 Chevrolet Monte
Carlo. Body damaged.
$650. Call 159 145.
1974 Dodge Dart Sport.
New radials, AM-FM
cassette, 6-cylinder.
Gets great gas mileage
Car is in really good
shape. Reason for

selling-just got:mmri,
and don't need 2 cars.
Call 759-9962.
1974 Ford Station Wa-

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Nen., Toes., Then., Fri., Set.
8-12 - 753-3415

-

*It

53. Services Offered

0962.

Auction Sale

For
Sale

it.Homes for Sale Large I

bedroom, very
liveable family oriented
home. Move in and
enjoy the spacious
room, private master
bedroom suite, well
planned kitchen,
breakfast room, and
utility work area.
Formal living room,
dining room, and entry
hall. Paneled den with
fireplace, two car garage with concrete drive.
Prestigious neighborhood. Call 753-3903.

53. Services Offered

Sammy Tictiaell Painting Contractor. Er
ALCOA ALUMINUM perienced interior ana
gon. Drives good, new SIDING or vinyl siding exterior painting. Free
inside. $575 or best and trim. Aluminum estimates. Call 753 4686
offer. 753-9672.
trim for brick houses. or 753-0487,
1974 VW Dasher Station Jack Glover 153-1873.
T J CLEANS CHIM
Wagon. AM-FM, 56,000 APPLIANCE SER- NEYS. Unclean chim
miles, well kept, excel- VICE, KENMORE, ney is a dangerous
lent condition. Call after
P 00 L a-mt....chimney. Call collec
5p.m. 753-5773.
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 247-2874. _
1974 VW Dasher. Call years experience. Tree frilllilting an
Bobby Hopper, Bob's removal. Nedge'2, and
767-4787.
APp I iance Service, 203.1-•-sainillrx4--Pfrewood. 753-,
1173 Cornet._
dbil7;
7534872 or 753 8884.
5476. •
automatic, air condi- 5th.
Alexander
e anieg.
Septia
c (.1;:nftl
-lion, power steering, C
small V 8, good condi
ats
ne
t LOW-e:
Viriletaite-baSentlivet r
cleaned from' Tb.trr-ary,
lion. 753-8124.
completely
I
ndusir
_driveway
or 1.
1975 Dodge Coronet.Power and air
Good residential, or corn- write: 'Morgan Con-.
mercial.
2
4
hour
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
condition. $1000. Call
service. Call 753-5933.
*y.
192-8622.
1975 Grand Torino All your plumbing and 4200) or--call -,day or
Sport. Excellent condi- air 4conditioning needs. night1-442-7026.
tion $1550. 1972 Cadillac Also do carpentry, pain- Will sharpen hand saws,
Coupe Devine. Excel- ting, root - chain saws and skill
lent condition. $1000. ing -and concrete. AR- Saws. Call 753 4650,
work done to satisfac411-8838.
tion. 753-2211
57, Wanted
1976 Monte Carlo. Good
condition. Call 753-0573.
WANTED. Female
Student, teacher, or
1977 Delta 88 Old
ROOFING
working girl to share
smobile. $3000. or best
BUILT-UP 4, SHINGLES 4 nice furnished home
offer. 753-5573.
References. All work - with young female U
1978 Cougar Mercury
guoroat•ed. Pfeil - iversity instructor. $100
XR -7. Fully loaded.
Estimates. Coll 759per month plus half of
$3850. Call 759-1465.
1859 or 753-6581.
utilities. Phone 753-9280
1979 Madza 626. 4
after 4p.m.
cylinder, 5-speed, 411P,

2425.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

is now located on Highway 94East 10 miles out
of town. Look for signs. All old and new
customers welcome

46. Homes for Sale

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
baths, large living
room and den 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489 2145
or 753 2493.
By owner one and one
half story, 3 bedroom.
Walnut kitchen
cabinets, fireplace,
basement, garage, low
utility bills, deep lot,
near hospital. 12.
financing available with
$10,000 down, $42,750.
Call 753 4710 after"
5:30p.m.

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.

Action Noose, Highway 641 N. Paris, Tenmossoa, every friday eight at 6:30 p.m.
This week-Scottie is going obnrig us o
load from St. 1,,OuiS_If the weather permits he will have about.the some merchandise as always:furniture, glassware,
old tools, dishes; alectibles arid much
more
Air:flower Larry Imam Ne. 6444
Shortie Mcikide No. 247
641

Mk Yana $3111.11

Good condition,
clean, good famat,
car. Asking $2,311.
Call 7534321 after 5
p.m.

DRAFTING
PROCESS PIPING
kr Indicts al Menials, is., a innss II amiable inkii as piano sl GOMM pus, amide lipids. dosed
isloresliste, vi umiak smIpme. las m maellsk Opototry is as werissail doom 1W Nen uesierim
Ileparna

MOM
ma
111 dug MOW*
mom Mk el EOM is jMOWN M mint mit
estiosOo
Thu Was
1P
•
ONIK1101111111

Inlaid cannon Mil his as Asseciain atm is a
NYE* au led 13 years nsflisp nperincs snowily le preas-5MM
It Mu,curreisin salary ad mapielessive repays, Iselfil
pow lip.. Saw r desire I pa as upshot essential
mt ant ler palatial rmeirsemts. Mass sal a csokikelial
mad al Wart mimosas
Si,. Wm

AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
£0 hi 11
Calvert City Inlaty 1121
IllobsSI IFIRPS
-41

AUCTION
Saturday, January 9 at 10 A.M., Rain
Shine inside the former refinishing
building of Jerry McCoy at corner of 's
Hwy. 641 and Green Plains Church Rd., _
approx.ladlosworth of Hazol,lty.
or

WI-sit opt. sho refrigerof71er
toorrefrigerator, largo floor model showcase, stereo,
odding machine, typewriter, nice set balance
scales, 30 in. GE range, 1104 220 hectors, auto
sir conditioner, livingroom suit, belt vibrator
reducer, bike oven, 24 in. bikellik tracks it case.
boot traitor tires & wheels, pickup utility tool
box, 200 pl. pes ter& with stood, shollow weN
PEP.
New items - drop cerris;Werpers, wrist &
pocket watches, wail docks, fire extinguishers,
socks, shoes, knivos, CB antennas, foible lamps
many other new items.
Also tolling inventory of electrical contractor
who has geN0 OBI of business; including new light
flew's, UMW realm & fittings, recepricols,
Imoction &kin boxes, weather hoods, oll kinds of
she. wire, serair desk, 8, many other items not
listed.
Concessions stand open. For information, coil

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
492-8594
AUCTIONEER
•

`
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health

•

20'MENTHOL CICARETTES

Salem Slim Lights 100's.
Light in tar. Light in looks.
With all the smooth
country freshness of a Salem.
"One Beautiful Menthol
in one beautiful box_

Itina.--tar n,-r
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